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ABSTRACT 

This study examines current techniques tor impro\ ing established golf courses. 

The three general approaches to improving established golf courses are: Restoration. 

Renov ation and Redesign. To avoid confusion of these terms, each has been clearly 

detlned. In order to understand characteristics t'ound on golf courses built in different 

eras, the history of golf course architecture has been summarized. 

Research was gathered from eight courses that have recently completed some type 

of impro\ ement project or that are currently undergoing improvements. Research came 

from tield observation, personnel interviews with golf course architects and golf course 

superintendents, and a variety of references concerning the history of each course. The 

criticisms and succcsses ha\e been summarized for each case study. 

The results show that the process of improving golf courses built before World War 

11 differs considerably trom improving those built after the War. Through neglect the 

former have lost many unique design characteristics and are therefore worthy of 

Restoration, .\lthough many architects pay lip ser\ ice to restoration, very few of them 

truly practice it. Instead the\- use renovation or redesign techniques that are not sufticient 

for these courses. To preserve the history of golf course architecture these courses must 

be properly restored to their original design intent. 

Based on the results of this study, key factors for successful restoration have been 

identified and applied to the Meadow Club, a course that is currently planning 

improvements. Built in 1927 the Meadow Club was originally designed by legendary 

izolf architect, .blister Mackenzie. 



Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of Study 

Today golf course architects compete for designs of new golf courses as well as 

designs concerning the improv ements of established golf courses. With close to 17.000 

golf courses currently operating in the United States, golf course architects who focus on 

course improvements are in demand. .Many golf clubs around the nation are seeking 

advice on how to improve their courses. Generally speaking there are three approaches 

tor improving established golf courses: restoration, renovation and redesign. Golf course 

architects must be well acquainted with these approaches in order to effectiv ely 

communicate the differences to their clients and ultimately improve the golf course in 

question. It is important for anyone seeking changes to their course to understand these 

terms, which are often used synonymously, and can be confused with one another. For 

e.xample. many architects claim they lue restoring classic courses, when in actuality they 

are redesigning or renovating them based on their own design theories. 

There are several reasons that a golf course might need improvements. These 

reasons can range from being strictly functional, such as a failed irrigation system to 

purely aesthetic, such as a bunker style that is out of character or scale. By identifying 

the key factors for successful course improvements this study will aid greens committees 

and golf course architects involved in this type of work. 



Objectives 

The objectives of this study are: 

1. To review and summarize peninent literature relevant to golf course 

restoration, renovation and redesign. 

2. To clearly define and identify the ditTerence between the terms, restoration, 

renovation and redesign as applied to golf courses. 

3. To analyze various golf courses (case studies) that have applied restoration, 

renovation or redesign techniques. 

4. To develop a process for successfully impro\ ing established golf courses. 

5. To apply this process to an improvement plan tor the Meadow Club, a private 

course in N'orthem California originally designed by .A.lister Mackenzie. 
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Chapter 2: REVIEW OF THE LITER,\TLrRE 

THE HISTORY OF GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTURE 

Introduction 

It is important for all golf architects to understand the history of the game of golf 

and the profession of golf course architecture before they attempt to design a new course. 

Furthermore, for those architects wishing to modify already established golf courses, 

knowledge of this history is critical. 0\ er t.he years countless changes have occurred in 

the way that the game has been played and subsequentls' the wa\- that the courses have 

been designed, built and maintained. In order for an architect to determine what is best 

tor a golf course, they must understand why the course was designed and built the way it 

was. This knowledge becomes even more vital when the main objective is to return or 

"restore" a course to its original state. Due to the importance of the historical perspective, 

the first section of the literature review will tbcus on historv' of golf course architecture. 

In particular, it will emphasize specitlc characteristics of golf courses from different time 

periods. 

Foundations for Golf and Course .Arciiitecture (Scottish Links) 

Some golf historians believe that the game of golf evolutionized from a game that 

was pla\ ed in the Netherlands and depicted in several Dutch paintings. These paintings 

showed Dutch men and especially children on ice. using clubs and balls to play a target 

game over \"ery short distances (Wethered & Simpson. 1929). However, there are other 

authorities on golf histor\" that believe the game originated in Scotland and was first 



played across wildly undulating coastal land called "Linksland". To be certain, the game 

played in Scotland, although possibly influenced by the Dutch, is much closer to the 

game as it is played today (Graves & Comish. W98). 

The word "Linksland" refers to the "snips of coastal land left where [he seas 

receded after the lust ice a;^e " (Ward-Thomas. 1976). Since then this unique landscape 

has been constantly molded by the harsh seaside elements. It is characterized by 

windswept sand dunes, which take on an infmite number of forms and shapes. Sand 

bunkers were not built on the early links courses; they e\ol\ed in areas where golfers 

gouged out the turf or where native animals, seeking shelter from the w inds, had created 

sandy hollows ( Klein. 1997). Therefore, the first designer of golf courses was "Mother 

Nature" herself Even the turf came naturally and w as predominantly bent grass w ith a 

little fescue interspersed, characteristic of turf grow ing in close proximity to salt-water 

(Comish & Whitten. 1981). 

The most famous of the great links courses is the Old Course in St. Andrews. 

Scotland that existed as early as 1414. .At St. .Andrews and other early links there was not 

a set number of holes. The amount of good land determined how many holes could be 

played. ""The early links at Leith and .Musselburgh had t'lve holes each. North Berwick 

seven. Prestwick twelve. Gullane thirteen and Montrose twenty tlve"" (Comish & 

Whitten. 1981). The Old Course originally consisted of twenty-two holes. 

It wasn"t until 1764 that these twenty-two holes were reduced to eighteen to make 

the course more challenging. This marked the first time man began to alter what was 

originally placed naturally. .A.s the popularity of golf increased, play at The Old Course 



became ver\- congested and sometimes iiazardous (Comish & W'hitten. 1981). Sometime 

around the middle of the nineteenth century, the Old Course was lengthened and updated 

to accommodate increased traffic. Some of the changes included widening fairways and 

flattening areas for teeing grounds and putting surfaces (Cornish & Whitten. 1981; Klein. 

1997). 

.Although, the Old Course and other early links had to be slightly moditled to 

accommodate play, the sites remained for the most part the way that nature had left them. 

Perhaps the most important lesson one can learn from the links courses is that nature 

produces infinite variety in landform. which results in a great variety of golf holes. This 

great variety of holes in Britain makes it possible for those studying the game to see all 

the possibilities of golf course design, and to identity the holes and concepts which 

provide interesting pla\-. and those which do not (Doak. 1992). 

The importance of studying the Old Course at St. .-\ndrews can not be stressed 

enough. Its influence on generations of golf architects has been so immense that ever\ 

golf course is essentially built in imitation (Ward-Thomas. 1976). In their book "Golf 

Course Design"". Robert .Muir Graves and Geoff Comish list many characteristics of the 

Scottish links that continue to influence and even set the standard f'or golf courses today. 

• The vegetation, with broom, gorse. heather, and coarse grasses interspersed, 
with areas of grazed bent grass and fescues predominant. 

• The commons: linksland was publicly owned, allowing free play. 

• The landscape, was devoid of trees and freshwater ponds that could have 
made the game discouraging rather than exciting. 

• The climate: blades of grazed grass standing stiff and erect, as a result of the 
salt air. supported the leather covered feather hall lor "featherie ") used 
during the early centuries of the game. Boxwood halls had been in u.se prior 
to the featherie. 
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• The soil, sandy and well drained, provided the mystical link between sand, 
golf, and drainage that continues to this day. 

• The winds, often gale force, drove livestock to seek shelter behind hillocks, 
where they trampled grass into sandy scars that Scottish farmers called 
"bunkers. " These added challenge and excitement for those hitting balls 
acro.ss the links. 

• The hunkers: high winds scoured these hunkers ever deeper, as did the 
recovery shots of those whose balls had come to rest in them. Still other scars 
were created by local residents quarrying seashells for their gardens. 

• The northern latitude, where long daylight hours in summer made it possible 
to start early in the morning and extend it well into the evening. 

(Graves & Comish. l^QS) 

All of these characteristics contributed to the birth of the game and soon to its 

immense popularity and growth. 

Golf .Moves Inland (England) 

In the late 1800's golfs popularity had grown immensely. Courses were being 

laid out all along the shores of Scotland. Ireland and England. Soon, the tack of good 

linksland prompted a search for golfing ground inland and away from the coast, where 

the game had begun. The first efforts to produce inland golf courses were unsuccessful. 

The land was predominantly made up of clay, which resulted in poor drainage and was 

not suitable for golf Furthermore, the agronomic knowledge, construction techniques 

and equipment were so primitive that it was impossible to modity' existing terrain and soil 

(Comish & WTiitten. 1981). The few courses that were built on this land failed to 

reproduce any of the natural features that the links courses had possessed. Often they 

were laid out by the top professionals and were characterized by a geometric look. 

Common features of these courses included: square tees, straight bunkers that ran 



completely across the fairway, mounding shaped like chocolate drops, and gun platform 

greens (Ward-Thomas. 1976). 

It wasn't until the turn of the nineteenth centur>-. that land referred to as the 

"heathlands" was discovered just outside of London. England. In many ways this new

found golf land was very similar to linksland. I'he soil in the heathlands was sandy and 

well drained. :md ov er the years had formed a variety of undulations. Men like Willie 

Park Jr.. J.F. .Abercromby. H.S. Colt and Herbert Fow ler realized the potential of the 

Heathlands for golf and soon became the prominent architects of this period (Cornish & 

Whitten. 1981). Many of their heathland designs, in particular. Sunningdale. .Addington. 

Swindley Forest and Walton Heath are still considered to be among the finest courses in 

the world. 

This era of coarse development opened the door to many possibilities for golf 

course design and construction. It was on these Heathland courses that architects first 

began moving earth for the purpose of building greens, tees, and hazards. "These men 

never moved earth when natural green sites and satisfactory contours could be found; but 

where nature was defiant, they were not reluctant to make alterations" (Cornish & 

Whitten. 1981). Also during this time designers began to incorporate strategy into their 

courses. A strategically designed hole presents the player with an alternative route or 

routes to the hole (Ward-Thomas. 1976). L'p until this point most inland courses were 

considered "penal", meaning that golfers basically had one option and if they did not hit a 

near perfect shot they were penalized. .Most importantly, the success of Heathlands golf 

proved once and for all that quality golf courses were not limited to coastal linksland. 



Early American Design 

Similar to the first English inland courses, the t'lrst golf courses built in America 

were unsuccessful in recapturing the charm and naturalness found on the British links 

courscs (Shackelford. 1999). They took on a geometric look and offered little in terms of 

strategy. Typical early .American courses contained chocolate drop mounds, rectangular 

shaped hazards, and dead flat oil greens. The use of these features resulted in many 

uninspiring courses, most of which were eventually redesigned or simply closed down 

{Shackel ford. 1999). 

It wasn't until the early 20''' century that many of the prominent English and 

Scottish architects came to .\merica and began to speak out against this early mundane 

style of design. In 1911. a Scotsman. Charles Blair Macdonald. opened the National Golf 

Links of .America. This course located on Long Island was inspired by many of the great 

golf holes Macdonald had studied in his homeland. .Macdonald is now considered the 

father of .American Golf Course .Architecture and his inspirational work at the National 

marked the beginning of what would later be referred to as. "The Golden .Age of Golf 

Design" (Shackelford. 1999). 

It has been said that during the Golden .Age. which lasted until the 1930"s. more 

outstanding golf architects were in practice than in any period before or since, if not more 

than in the rest of histor\' combined (Doak. 1992). .Altliough. these designers were 

practicing all over the world, it was the L'nited States that was blessed with the majority 

of this brilliant work. .According to Go If Magazine's most recent golf course rankings. 
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over 50% of the top 100 courses in the United States were designed and built during this 

period (Galyean. 1999). 

The Golden Age came about for many reasons. First, many course architects 

began studying the classic links of Great Britain and applying what they learned to their 

work (Shackelford. 1999). This meant a shift from geometric and penal architecture to 

more natural and strategic designs. Second, although course architects were in 

competition with each other, they knew that the future of golf was in their hands and 

therefore, were not afraid to collaborate with one another. This collaboration was best 

e.xcmplitled during the construction of Pine Valley Golf Club, where architects: Colt. 

.•\lison. Tillinghast. Thomas, and Wilson all made suggestions to George Crump and 

helped create what many consider the tmest golf course in the world (Doak. 1992: 

Shackelford. 1999). 

The thriving .American economy also helped aid this rapid period of course 

construction. Panicularly in the roaring twenties when funds were a\ailahle. real estate 

costs were relatively low and ideal land was open for development (Graves &. Cornish. 

1998). The economy also led to advancements in construction equipment. During the 

late 1920"s. steam shov els and road scrapers began to be used, and by the 1930"s 

bulldozers were commonly found on construction sites. Up until this point everything 

was done by horse-drawn scrapers or by the hand of man (Shackelford. 1999). These 

advances improved both the efficiency and quality of golf course construction. 

Due to the enormous range of work done in this era. it is e.xtremely difficult to 

summarize what makes these designs so special. However, two factors seem to hold true 



among all of the Golden Age courses. First, these designs all ma.ximized the advantages 

gained from the natural contours of the land. .Although constmction equipment had 

advanced, moving enormous amounts of earth was still not an option and course 

architects were forced to tmd the full potential of the land as it existed. The second and 

perhaps most important feature of the Golden .A.ge courses was their ability to test the 

mental as well as the physical component of the golfer's game; a concept better known as 

strategy (Shackelford. 1999). 

The .Modern Era 

The Depression of the 193U"s followed by World War II brought an abrupt halt to 

course development in the United States. During this time many courses were forced to 

close and by the early 50's there were fewer courses than in 1929 (Cornish & Whitten. 

1981). Those courses that did surv ive made many alterations to reduce maintenance 

costs, such as filling in bunkers that otten detined a hole (Shackelford. 1999). The result 

was that the quality and character in many of the Golden .Age designs was lost and in 

many cases never restored. 

It wasn't until after the Korean War that golf course design would reemerge as a 

vigorous profession (Cornish & Whitten. 1981). Technological ad\ ances in construction 

equipment allowed architects to build courses that differed from anything done in the 

past. Large eanh scrapers and bulldozers made it possible to move hundreds of 

thousands of cubic yards of dirt (Klein. 1997). Unlike the Golden .Age designers who 



were bound by the natural landtbrm. the modem golf architect has been able to reshape 

the land to fit his own theories of design (Doak. 1992). 

The most prolific designer of the modem era was Robert Trent Jones. Jones 

challenged golfers by building courses with enormous greens and tees, as well as overall 

length. Unlike traditional design, which had rewarded shot making, maneuverability, and 

the ground game, his courses emphasized high, lengthy shots (K.lein. 1997). This style 

dominated until 1969. when Pete Dye. another influential designer of the modem era. 

built Harbor Town Golf Links. This shoner more precise course, attempted to emulate 

some of the features found on the early links. These features, which Dye used throughout 

his career, included inventive mounding and swales, and the use of railroad ties around 

many of his hunkers and greens (Klein. 1997). .Although Dye was extremely creative, he 

was also known for mo\ ing enormous amounts of earth, which made his courses much 

different from the natural links of Scotland. 

Considering numerous technical advantages, the modem era should have been the 

Golden .\ge of the profession. Instead it has set golf architecture back in many ways. 

E\ en though the technology to create new holes from scratch has increased dramatically, 

designs have become formulaic and there is far less variety of holes found on new 

courses than the old ones (Doak. 1992). Due to the mass grading of the land, modem 

courses have lost subtlety and their relationship with the land (tClein. 1997). Despite 

these dovvnfalls. the modem era has had its advantages. .Modem equipment has allowed 

developers to build on sites that previously would not have been considered for golf. 

Golf courses have been reclaimed from strip mines, quarries, and sanitarv' landfills. 



becoming assets to communities rather than liabilities (Doak. 1992). Technology also 

resulted in many improvements in course conditioning. Plant breeders developed new 

grass strains that were more disease and insect resistant, more drought tolerant, required 

less fertilizer, and less mowing (Htirdzan. 1996). 

Contemporary' Trends 

Currently, the business of golf course architecture is more competiti\e and 

complicated than ever. In particular, environmental issues ha\ e become a major concern. 

.Although properly designed, built, and managed golf courses pose little threat to the 

environment, propagandists continue to speak out against golf making it increa.singly 

difficult to build new courses (Hurdzan. 1997; Klemme. 1995). Golfcourse design has 

also suffered because most developers arc interested in how many houses they can sell, 

rather than the quality of their golf course. They seek renowned golf architects or tour 

players to design their courses and to help market their developments. The problem is 

that most of the renowned golf architects are busy with several courses at a time and are 

not able to pay attention to the subtle details that can increase the interest of a golfcourse. 

Most tour pros offer little in terms of design input, but raise the green fees at any course 

that wishes to use their name. 

Fortunately, a few indi\ iduals are taking a different approach and are 

reintroducing traditional characteristics in their recent designs. Tom Doak has been a 

leader in this design ""renaissance" and demonstrated this in 1988 with his "minimalist"" 

design of High Pointe Golf Club, near Traverse City Michigan. In his essay. "Play it as it 



Lies". Doak writes that, "the minimalist's objective is to route' as many holes as possible 

whose main features already exist in the landscape, and accent their strategies without 

overkilling the number of hazards" (Doak. 1997). This theory was perfected in 1995 

when architects. Bill Coore and Ben Crenshaw utilized the natural features of the 

Nebraska sand dunes to create Sand Mills Golf Club. Today Sand Hills is ranked among 

the top 20 courses in the world and serves as a great testament to minimalist design 

(Galyean. 1999). 

Further evidence of the recent appreciation for classic courses has been shoun by 

a handt'ul of contemporarv' designers who are spending a great deal of time designing on 

site. Unlike many modem architects who ha\ e mastered the art of mass producing 

courses from their office, designers like Gil Manse. .Mike Stranzand Michael DeVrics are 

focusing on only one or two courses a year, which allows them to spend the majorit> of 

their time in the Held. By spending e.\tra time on site these designers are able give more 

anention to detail and e.xtract all that is possible out of the natural teatures of the site 

(Manse. 1997). 

Finally, these and other designers are using their knowledge of classic golf course 

architecture to help restore many of the old courses that have been changed or mistreated 

over the years. The subject of restoration will be covered in greater detail throughout this 

paper. 

Summarv' 

The routing of a golf course refers to the way the holes are positioned and sequenced over the landscape. 



Golf began in Scotland on coastal land that was tbrmed by nature and not the 

hand of man. N'ot the least of golfs attractions is the fact that it is the one game that is 

played on natural terrain, and it is more enjoyable when we are playing against natural 

hazards (Ward-Thomas. 1976; Doak. 1992). This fact is best exemplified by the Scottish 

links w hich have resisted major changes yet remain among the best courses in the world. 

.Around the turn of the century golf began to mo\ e inland. For the t'lrst time 

architects were able to mo\e and shape the eanh in order to create hazards and add 

interest to the course. .-Vlthough early inland courses suffered from bad soil and 

uninteresting topography, courses built in the Heathlands of England were very 

successful in producing interesting golf This success earned over to .America and helped 

to spark the most creative time period of the profession. The roaring tw enties are now 

considered to be the "Golden .Age of Golf Design." Unfortunately, many changes have 

been made to these courses over the years and very few remain as they were originally 

designed (Shackelford. 1999). 

.After World War II. advances in construction equipment encouraged architects to 

move massive amounts of eanh and create from their imaginations, as opposed to the 

e.xisting landscape. The vast majority of courses built in this era were based on length, 

contained little variety and offered few options in terms of strategy. .Although Pete Dye 

pushed aw ay from this formula, most of his designs courses still looked artificial and 

lacked the natural character found in the classic and links era. Other than their strong 

visual emphasis, the majority of courses built in this era contain little in terms of 

architectural significance (Klein. 1997). 



Recently there has been a renewed interest in classic course design. Many of 

today's young architects are studying these courses and adopting the philosophies of the 

golden age designers to their own work. They are making an effort to maximize the 

e.xisting land in their routings and to highlight this with detailed bunkering and interesting 

green comple.xes'. They are also showing an increased interest in returning lost character 

to many of the old courses. This process which is referred to as golf course restoration, 

will be the main focus of this study. 

" .A green complex is made up of the actual surface of the punina green and its surrounds, including any 
hazards, (bunkers, swales, slopes, etc.) 
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METHODS FOR GOLF COURSE IMPROV EMENTS 

[ntroduction 

Improving existing golf courses is a subject that has been discussed for as long as 

golf has been played. Golf architects, course superintendents, committee members and 

even players are quick to offer their opinions on how particular holes or entire golf 

courses could be improved. .Although the intentions of these self proclaimed authorities 

are sometimes good, their opinions are otren biased or uneducated and in most cases 

would not result in an overall impro\ement of the course in question. Therefore, it is the 

job of the golf course architect to determine what changes will benefit an established golf 

course the most. 

There are three main approaches for improving established golf courses: 

restoration, renovation and redesign. .Although the most appropriate solution for a 

particular golf course might involve a combination of these methods it is still important 

for anyone seeking improvements to their course to understand the differences between 

these terms. 

Restoration 

.As discussed earlier, some contemporary architects are showing a renewed 

interest in preserv ing tradinonal courses. In his book "Rough Meditations", golf writer 

Brad Klein points out that ".A generation ago, the buzz\vords were "reno\ ation" and 

"modernization." Today, the trend is toward classical restoration" (Klein. 1997). 



Webster's dictionary defines tlie word "restore" as. "to bring back to a former, 

more desirable condition" (Costello. 1991). Determining whether or not the former 

condition of a golf course was more desirable than the present condition can be difficult 

and sometimes controversial. Different opinions can often lead to a heated debate among 

those involved in the decision. Restoration should be considered if the original design 

contained any unique or interesting architectural features that no longer exist. 

Golf architect Keith Foster states that before attempting to restore a golf course 

the architect must leave his "ego" at the front gate. In other words, in order to 

successfully restore a golf course, today's architects must put their own design theories 

aside and focus instead on the design philosophies and intentions of the original architect. 

For this reason an\ club considering changes to their course should seek an architect who 

has an appreciation t'or the original designer's work and is willing to examine the history 

of the course since the original design (Doak. 1992). 

In many cases this type of historical examination will reveal that much of what 

the original designer had intended has been lost due to various changes the course has 

undergone over the years. .-Mthough every site is different, there are common changes 

associated with old courses. For example, it may be found that someone other than the 

original architect has altered the design. This could have been an attempt to: improve 

upon the original architect's work, make the course easier to maintain, or update the 

course for "modem standards'. These alterations may include but are not limited to: 

reshaping or repositioning of bunkers, rebuilding of greens, addition of new tees, 

installation of cart paths, and sometimes a complete re-routing of certain holes. 



Although, the intentions of these changes may have been good, they can drastically alter 

die original character of the course. Under these circumstances, restoration would 

essentially involve undoing the mistakes of others. 

Other changes to old courses may be due to changes in golf course maintenance 

practices. For example, changes in mowing procedures can considerably alter the size 

and shape of the greens. Usually they are significantly reduced in size, meaning that 

critical pin positions designed near the edge of the green no longer come into play. Often 

times these pins were located right behind bunkers or swales and therefore were 

considered the most challenging areas to hit to (Fig. I). 

Figure I. E.^ample of reduction in green size. The dotted line marics the 
original perimeter of the green. The most interesting areas have been 
eliminated. 

Changes in maintenance have also effected the bunkers on many old courses. The 

current use of motorized trap rakes has eliminated many of the small elaborate bunkers 

that added so much character and detail to the classic era courses (Klein. 1997). The 
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edges of these bunkers have also changed from the rough unkept look of the past to a 

more clean-cut style that is accepted by modem day golfers. 

Another major maintenance change has been the addition of automated irrigation 

systems to courses that were once hand watered or relied simply on rainwater. Originally 

designed to play dry and firm, those course are now being over-watered, changing the 

way the ball responds went it hits the ground. For e.xample. the pitch-and-run shot that 

required golfers to be creative and use their imagination around the greens, has been 

replaced with the monotonous wedge or tlop shot. 

.Also common with the installation of irrigation systems, is a shift in the mowing 

patterns on many courses. Before the ad\ ent of fairway iirigation systems in the I930's 

and l'->40's. fairways averaged 50-60 yards in width, giving players many options on 

where to place their shots (Doak. Toda\-. these fainvays ha\e been narrowed and 

contour mowed' to help reduce overall maintenance costs. The problem with contour 

mowing is that unless the superintendents are very careful, they can eliminate some of the 

most important areas of the hole and reduce it's strategy. 

Other changes to golf courses can occur naturally or from the effects of ever\ day 

play. -Although many people view golf courses as a static entity, they are in fact a 

dynamic, slowly evolving organic complex (Hurdzan. 1996). Over time, trees grow 

towards the line of play, grass grow s down into the edge of the bunkers, natural erosion 

and siltation occur, and sand exploded from the bunkers can create raised lips and new 

' Contour mowing is the practice of mowing the fainvay in curvilinear lines. The goal is to reduce the 
amount of fairway acreage to be maintained. 
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contours at the edge of the green (Doak. 1993). If these issues are not dealt with 

regularly, they v\ ill eventually alter the look and playability of the course. 

Ron Forse. a golf architect who specializes in restoration, claims that, "there has 

been nothing more destructive to the architecture of golf courses than poorly planted trees 

(Forse. 1997). Although new trees are usually planted in an effort to beautit\' golf 

courses. the\- can also detract trom the nati\e landscape. Many courses that were once 

special because of their wide-open vistas are now broken up by tall mature trees. N'ot 

only do these trees block intended views, they can also interfere u ith the strategy of the 

course. By blocking areas that were once playable new trees can eliminate many of the 

options players once had. These trees can also block prevailing winds that may have 

significantly intluenced the type of shot to be played. 

Golf courses can change in a variety of ways, leaving a course in a condition far 

trom its original state. .Although a trained eye can sometimes pick up many of these 

changes, the only way to truly restore a golf course is to have some sort of documentation 

of the course in it's original state. Sometimes old golf courses still have access to the 

original architect's plans or to various ground and arial photos taken near the time of the 

course opening, but often these have been lost or destroyed over the years. For this 

reason, much of what passes for restoration is in fact an interpretation on the current 

architect's part regarding what the original designer initially had in mind or what that 

designer might build today (Klein. 1997). 

Even when proper documentation is available it can sometimes be difficult to 

properly restore a golf course. In many cases doing a true restoration would involve 



eliminatiriLZ fairway irrigation, removing hundreds of mature trees, mowing greens at 

twice their current height, removing cart paths and replacing bunkers that may no longer 

come into play (Hurdzan. 1996; Cornish & Whitten. 1981). Often, the members have 

become accustomed to the current state of their course and do not wish to see these 

changes made. .Many architects agree and feel that it is foolish to completely restore a 

course to its original design because so many factors have changed. On the other hand, 

there are "purists" who believe that in order to prescr\ e the game's traditions, classic 

courses must be wholly restored regardless of w hat this might involve. The question of 

whether or not a true restoration is possible given modem realities will be looked at 

closer in the case study section of this thesis. 

Renovation 

Unlike restoration, where the goal is to return common playing characteristics of 

the past, renovation involves updating the course to meet present demands. These 

demands stem from ongoing improvements in the areas of course conditioning, 

equipment, and standards of play (Doak. 1996). Even Golden .Age architect. George C. 

Thomas, realized the need for course renovation. In his book. "Golf .Architecture in 

.America", Thomas states that "the advance in golf architecture, while progressing slow ly, 

has. nevertheless, gone forward like other things—and courses which were built some 

years ago cannot be expected to rank with the latest construction work. Therefore, there 

is often good reason for changes without censure to plans originally mapped out. and 

which produced the e.xfsting layout" (Thomas. 1927). You might say renovation is like 



giving the course a facelift: specific features are rebuilt and'or modified, but the original 

and basic layout remains the same. 

Perhaps the most important features to renovate in terms of course conditioning, 

are the greens. Golfers have always expected greens to be in perfect condition and today 

that means that superintendents must keep them consistentl\- fast and green. The industry-

has responded to these demands and the modern golf green has become a complex system 

of engineered growing, shaped by soil physics, soil chemistry', and constantly eN olving 

turfgrass technology (Hurdzan. 1985). 

There are many reasons greens may need to be rebuilt. Golf courses built in the 

early l^OO's had little or no irrigation and relied instead on natural rainfall. Therefore, 

greens during this time were designed to retain water. Today, automatic irrigation 

systems ha\ e been added to most of these courses and these greens can not handle the 

high volume of irrigation they are currently subjected to. For this reason there is often a 

need to add internal drainage to these greens. Furthermore, most old greens were built 

using native soils found on site that were not always conducive to the growth of healthy 

turf grass. Many of these greens were also small in size and do not fair well considering 

the increased amount of traffic that most of them receive today. It is also likely that old 

greens have been built up with chemicals and topdressing from years of maintenance 

procedures (Hurdzan. 1995). 

Greens can be rebuilt to better resist compaction and to optimize water content. 

•Although there are many ways to build a golf green, the USGA and California methods 

are the two most popular. The USG.\ method for green construction was developed by 
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Dr. Marvin Ferguson and Raymond Kuntz around I960. Greens built to their 

specifications contain a 4-inch base layer of small gravel, overlain with 2 to 4 inches of 

coarse sand, and are topped with 12 inches of laboratory-tested sand blended with a small 

amount of organic matter. These la>ers create what is called a "perched water table 

effect"", which conserv es water in the root zone and creates an optimum soil moisture 

lev el at the surface of the green (Fig. 2). .Although L'SG.A. greens can be very successful, 

they require additional construction steps and are more costly than less sophisticated 

methods. (Murdzan. 1985). 

The California or "alternate" method of green construction is more commonly 

used. These greens contain an e.\tensi\ e tile drainage system, which lies directly under a 

75-80 percent sand top layer that is 12-14 inches thick. Unlike L'SG.A greens, which use 

lavers to conser\e water, the California method seeks rapid drainage by using only one 

layer of pure sand (Fig. 3). Because this method uses locally available sand and organic 

material, which can be prepared on-site, it is considerably less e.\pensive than the L'SG.A 

method. .Although the USGA method is more complex, there is no ev idence that it 

produces a more suitable green than the California method. Many golf course architects 

and superintendents prefer the alternate method even when the project budget allows for 

USGA specifications. 
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USGA GREENS CONSTRUCTION 
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Figure 2. Section of t>pical USGA green. These layers help 
create a "perched water table " (from Hurdzan. 1996). 

CALIFORNIA GREENS CONSTRUCTION 
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Figure 3. Section oftvpicar'Califomia" green (from Hurdzan. 1996). 



Many clubs have recently become interested in improving their greens by 

installing a new rootzone but retaining their original surface contours. Course renovator 

Ed Connor has created a means of laser-measuring a green's e.xisting contours so that 

they can be duplicated when the green is rebuilt (Klein. l'?'-)7). This is an example of 

combining restoration and renovation techniques to accomplish an overall improvement. 

Fairways and tees may also call for updating, usually by resurfacing and 

reseeding with more suitable grasses. Converting these areas to bent grass in cool, humid 

regions, or to superior Bermuda grasses in warmer areas can be accomplished using two 

different approaches. One technique is to bum off the existing turt". remo\e the dead sod. 

cultivate, tine grade, and then reseed the fairway. However, if a fairway does not require 

resurfacing, it can be convened to more desirable grass by overseeding existing or bumt-

off turf and adjusting cultural practices to fa\or the introduced grass (Gra\es &. Cornish. 

1W8) .  

Sometimes there is also a need to renovate the bunkers on old courses. Over time 

bunkers can become eroded and contaminated due to constant play and surface run-ot'f 

The result is an inconsistency in bunker appearance and playability throughout the 

course. Furthermore, many bunkers do not drain properK and can require consistent 

maintenance to keep them playable. Under these circumstances, completely rebuilding 

the bunkers with new sand and internal drainage vvill considerably reduce the cost of 

maintenance in the long run. 

Renovation projects can also be an attempt to keep pace with die increased 

distances golfers are now hirting the ball. Due to more powerful clubs and livelier balls 
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many old courses no longer provide a bona fide test tor accomplisiied goiters (Ward-

Thomas. 1976). These players can easily bypass some ot'the hazards that made a golf 

course challenging when it was built. Bunkers that were originally intended to test the 

better players now come into play for average golfers. 

.A. common solution to this problem is to add more bunkers to the course or to 

move existing fairway bunkers further away from the tees in an effort to increase dri\ ing 

difficulty. However, the original bunkers were most likely placed in areas that would 

naturally accept them. Therefore, building new bunkers or moving the old ones can 

sometimes result in an artificial lock. Furthermore, attempting to making courses more 

difficult can make them dull and uninteresting to play. A.W. Tillinghast wrote of this 

problem in his 1928 article. "Reconstructing the Golf Course". In the article he states. "I 

firmly believe that o\ er-bunkering .American courses ma\' do more to dampen enthusiasm 

by making play too irksome than any modern ball of long fiight may ever work evil by 

making play too easy" (Tillinghast. 1928). 

If there is enough room, another option may be to build new back tees for the 

more accomplished players. However, this may not solve the problem for the weaker 

players. Course designer .Alice Dye points out. "players of lesser strength find they do 

not benefit as much from the new equipment as the stronger players do" (Dye .A.. 1997). 

Dye believes that while new back tees may compensate for better equipment, it is 

sometimes necessary to build new forward tees in order to reaim the playing 

characteristics intended for the average and high handicappers. These shorter hitters are 

actually getting less distance due to the lush overwatered fairways that stop their balls 



from rolling. Other than turning off the irrigation, the best solution is to build multiple 

tees to accommodate golfers of all skills. Perhaps the biggest mistake is to increase the 

total yardage of a course just to keep up with the average length of newer courses. As 

.-Mister Mackenzie wrote. "If a hole is uninteresting to start with, it can only be made 

more so by lengthening it (.Mackenzie. 1930). 

.-V lot of renovation work involves improving \ arious conditions of the course and 

can be accomplished by a qualified course superintendent. However, anytime a club is 

considering changes that will alter the strategy or playability of the course a golf architect 

should be consulted. 

Redesign 

Redesign is the process of altering a course without concern for it's original 

design intentions (Shackelford. 1997). .-\.s Tillinghast wrote. "Often the desire to 

change a course is the direct result of a realization that the existing lay-out is faulty. 

passe, uninteresting or downright bad" (Tillinghast. 1928). Unfortunately, there are 

many courses that fit this description. In such cases, restoration and renovation efforts 

are pointless, and only a partial or complete redesign will result in a significant 

impros ement of the course. 

In many ways the process of redesigning an old course is similar to that of 

designing a new course. In both cases, you are creating an entirely new goltlng 

experience. However, as George C. Thomas states. "It is really more difficult to 

reconstruct an old course than to lay out a new one. because the question frequently arises 
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as to what should be discarded and what retained (Thomas, 1927). To figure this out the 

architect must evaluate every aspect of the course in question. 

Similar to designing a new course, the first thing to e\ aluate when considering a 

redesign, is the routing. The holes should be positioned to maximize the site's natural 

features. .-Klthough every landscape is unique, a common golf course site may contain 

natural; ridges, valleys, plateaus, saddles, punchbowls, creeks, undulations, specimen 

trees, view points and strong prevailing winds. .Many times these elenients can greatly 

increase the interest of a golf course. If the e.xisting layout does not utilize the majority 

of these features, then it may be a good idea to reroute some or all of the holes to 

incorporate them. Rerouting the holes may also be necessary to make room for a new-

practice facility or housing development. 

Many times the existing routing is t'ound to be acceptable, but the course still 

lacks in playing interest. Even if the general skeleton of the course remains intact, an 

architect can often improve upon it by adjusting or rebuilding other architectural teatures. 

These teatures may include; the placement or style of the bunkers, the shape or contours 

of the greens, the orientation of the fairways and tees, or the placement of trees. It may 

also help to add new plant materials to the course. Recently, some courses are 

reintroducing native grass areas that help reduce maintenance costs and provide contrast 

throughout the course (Fig. 4). Finally, grading changes may be specified to either create 

more elevation change on relatively flat sites or to reduce the slopes on more se\ ere sites. 

Whatever the changes may be. it is important that they not only improve the appearance 

of the course but also the strategy (Fig. 5). 



Figure 4. Example ofnative grass area ( T' hole at Cr> stal Dow ns 
Coiintrv Cluh). These low maintenance areas help provide 
contrast to the highly manicured fairways and greens. 

Figures. Example of redesign. Hole .A shows a typical golf 
hole in need of a redesign. Hole B shows the same hole after a 
significant redesign. .Although the hole remains in the same 
location, it has been improved both visually and strategically. 



It is interesting to note tliat many of the great classic courses are actually products 

of a successful redesign. Pebble Beach. Merion. Oakland Hills. Muirtleld and .A.ugusta 

National have all been tinkered with or completely redesigned at some point. On the 

other hand, many of the classics are now in need of restoration because of unsuccessful 

redesign attempts. .-Vs Tom Doak states. "Great courses have been spoiled, even ruined, 

by redesign efforts that introduced elements foreign to the character of the course, or by 

failing in an attempt to make great holes more difficult or more fair" (Doak. 1992). 
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Chapter 3: METHODOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to provide guidelines tor improving established golf courses, it is 

important to study and analyze various examples of course improvement projects. 

Francis (1999) points out that. "Case Studies are particularly useful in fields such as 

landscape architecture, architecture, and planning where real world conte.xts tend to make 

more controlled empirical study difficult". This statement holds true tor golf course 

improvement projects because every project varies depending on the site. This study uses 

case studies as a method of analyzing changes that have occurred as a result of 

restoration, renovation or redesign. 

The main goals of the case study cmalysis are to become familiar with different 

strategies and techniques being used to improve golf cour.ses and to summarize the 

successes and criticisms of each. This information will then be used to help formulate an 

improvement plan for the .Meadow Club, a private golf club in California that is in the 

process of planning improvements for their golf course. Because the .Vteadow Club was 

built during the "Golden .Age of Golf .Architecture", the majority of the courses used as 

case studies were also built during this era (early 1900"s). Three of the courses were 

originally designed by Dr. .Alister .Mackenzie, who also designed the Meadow Club. 

The process of improving golf courses is ongoing, making it important to evaluate 

projects in different stages. Some of the courses analyzed have recently completed major 

projects while others are still in the construction or even planning phases. 



CASE STUDY ANALYSIS 

The information presented for each case study is based on the following: 

• History of the Golf Course: This section includes: the date of the course opening, 

background information on the original golf course architect as well as any other 

architects who ha\ e worked on the course, any significant events taking place at the 

course (tournaments, etc.). and a record of all changes the course has undergone over 

the years. 

• Site visits: In order to better understand and evaluate the project, each course was 

visited and studied in person. typical site visit included: a tour of the course led b\ 

the golf course superintendent, study of the architect's plan (if a\ailable). conduction 

of personnel interv iews, photographing the course in it's current state, and a study of 

the club archi\ es. 

• Personnel Interviews: Both the golf course architect and golf course superintendent 

associated with the most recent project at each course were interviewed. 
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Chapter 4: RESULTS 

Case Study #1: V ALLEY CLUB OF MOMECITO 
(Santa Barbara. California) 

Name and Type of Golf Course: I 'alley Clith ofMonieciio (Private> 
Location: Santa Barbara. California 
Original Designer: Alister Mackenzie 
Date of Course Opening: I92S 
Date of Improvement Project: Un-goingfrom 199~-1999 
Golf Course Architect: Torn Doak (Renaissance Golf Design/ 
Golf Course Superintendent: Sean McCorniick 
Improvement Classification: Restoration 
Project Cost: Approximately S210.000 (Including design fee i 
Project Focus: Bunker construction. Tree removal, and Cart path improvements. 

Background Information 

The Valley Club of Montecito was built in 1928 and is located just a tew miles 

from the Pacific Ocean, on the outskirts of Santa Barbara. California. Alister Mackenzie 

designed the coarse with help from Robert Hunter, author of "The Links", a classic book 

on the subject of Golf Course Architecture. 

The course at the Valley Club is separated by Sheffield Drive, leaving eight holes 

and the clubhouse on the north side of the property and the remaining ten holes on the 

southern portion of the property. Despite the presence of many mature oak and sycamore 

trees, the northern side plays relatively open, and is highlighted by the magnificent 

clubhouse and occasional views of the Pacific Ocean. The southern portion of the course 

is filled with cypress and pine trees and the holes are brilliantly routed around more 

dramatic topography. .Although different in character, the two side's blend together 

perfectly to make one of the most pleasant golfing e.xperiences in the world. 



Histor\' of Changes to the Course 

Until recently, the course has never been intentionally altered by a golf course 

architect. However, over the years the course changed in other ways, and a lot ot'its 

original character and design intent had been lost. During WWII, the 10 holes on the 

south side of the course were closed down to help reduce maintenance costs. In order for 

the members to be able to play nine holes, an extra hole was built on the north side of the 

property. .Also, in 1969 the 11''' and 7''' greens were destroyed in a Hood and had to be 

rebuilt. The 18"^ green was also rebuilt sometime in the 60"s because the members felt 

that its slope was too severe. Green speeds had increased over the years to the point 

where a ball vvould not hold on the tront portion of the green. .A few trees have also been 

planted and others ha\e grown to the point where many shots that were once possible, are 

now blocked. Like many courses trom this era. the greens and fairways had decreased in 

size, due to changes in mowing patterns. The bunkers have also been rounded off or in 

some cases filled in. giving them a \ ery dull look. 

Genesis of the Project 

.After hearing golf architect. Tom Doak. speak at one of the first .Alister 

Mackenzie Society meetings. Terry Bliss, a Valley Club and Mackenzie Society member, 

asked Doak to visit the course and give his recommendations. Unlike many old clubs, 

who trv' to improve upon the original design of their course, the Valley Club was only 

interested in a pure restoration of Mackenzie's work. Golf course superintendent. Sean 



McCormick. believes that this philosophy can be attributed to the tact that the current 

greens committee is very aware of the renaissance that is currently taking place in the 

field of golf course architecture. Furthermore, they appreciate the fact that their course is 

a rare example of Dr. Mackenzie's work. 

.After visiting and studying the course. Doak came up with a written plan for each 

hole on the course. Mis firm did not pros ide any graphic plans or specitlcations. just a 

hole by hole synopsis of what should be done. .After studying photographs found in the 

club's archive that had been taken in 193 1. Doak concluded that the bunkers should be 

the main focus of the restoration work. These photos revealed how dramatic .Mackenzie's 

original bunkers were and how much they had changed over the years. Doak felt that 

rebuilding these bunkers to their original shape would help restore much of artistic 

character that .Mackenzie had created at the Valley Club. Other suggestions involved 

changing the fairway and green mowing patterns, and removing several trees. This 

would help open up the course and return some of the strategy that had been lost over the 

years. 

Projcct Overview 

To date. 49 bunkers on 10 of the holes have been restored. The club does not 

have original pictures of every hole, so at this time the work has been confined to tlie 

holes that are pictured in the archives. The first step is to study the old photographs from 

several different angles to determine e.xactly how each bunker has changed. In most 

cases, bunkers get smaller around the back edge, while the front lips tend to get steeper 



from the build up of sand. At the Valley Club this was not always the case. Through 

careful study of the old photographs Doak concluded that over-aggressi\ e edging by the 

maintenance crew had actually moved several of the bunkers towards the greens and 

through the tops of the mounds into which they were originally built. This meant that the 

lips of these bunkers had actually lowered over the years. 

.-\fter each bunker was carefully studied, the next step was to remove all of the old 

sand, which had become contaminated over the \ ears. Once the sand was removed, the 

construction crew used hand shovels to lightly dig back the edges of the bunkers until the 

soil characteristics began to change. By studying the change in soil type, it is sometimes 

possible to find the original edge and shape of the bunkers. Once the general shape was 

found, the Renaissance crew referred back to the pictures to help rebuild any lost capes 

or other subtleties that were lost from the originals. Soil was placed, packed and 

stabilized in the appropriate areas. The crew used 4-inch masonite strips to build forms 

that would stabilize the final edge of the bunkers. These forms were necessar%- because 

the soil at Valley Club has a clay base and does not hold together well without them. 

Because there is not a main drain line for the course, sumps were dug at the low 

end of each bunker and backfilled with gravel to provide drainage. Finally, the disturbed 

areas around the newly built bunkers were resodded and new sand was added. Once the 

bermudagrass establishes itself around the edges, these forms will be removed and the 

bunker restoration will be complete (Fig. 6). 

•* .A cape is a grassy promontory built into a bunker for the purpose of creating an irregular and natural 
look. Capes are also referred to as "tlngers" or "noses'. 



Doak has also worked with McCormick on mowing the greens and fairways out 

to their original size and shape, as well as removing many of the trees that were added 

over the years. These changes have helped return strategy to the course. .-\n example of 

this can be tbund in between the 1and 14'*^ greens, which sit in close proximity to each 

other. This area that had changed from fairway to rough, is now being mowed at fairway 

height again. Recovery shots to these greens are now much more challenging and 

interesting, a trait that .Vlackenzie would have surely approved of 

Finally. McCormick and his crew are working on improving some of the cart path 

areas at Valley Club. .A. continuous can path has never been installed at the Valley Club 

because most of the members walk the course. Howev er, in high traffic areas the current 

paths made up of decomposed granite become very slippery during the rainy season. 

.McCormick and his crew are now replacing these areas with colored concrete that should 

function better and be less offensive to the eye. 

Successes 

The work done at the Valley Club is very accurate and provides a great example 

of how to properly restore a classic golf course. The success at Valley Club can be 

attributed to three main factors. First, the club was careful in choosing an appropriate 

golf course architect. Tom Doak is w ell-educated in classic golf course design and in the 

work of •A.lister .V[ackenzie. the original designer of the Valley Club. Second, both the 

history of the course and the changes it has undergone o\ er the years were studied 

thoroughly before any changes were even suggested. Finally, during construction a great 



deal of time and effort was taken to reproduce the subtle details of Mackenzie's original 

bunkering. 

By \ isiting and studying the Valley Club in its present condition, one can learn a 

lot about how bunkers change and how- to restore them to their original state. (Figs. 7 & 

8).  

Criticism 

Most of the criticism of this project does not involve the actual design and 

construction process, but rather poor decision making on issues concerning the schedule 

of the work. .Although, every bunker on the course could have been completed in a few 

months, the membership was not willing to close the course and spend that type of money 

in one lump sum. Therefore, several projects are being phased in over time. .-\t this point 

three projects have been completed. The most recent involved rebuilding the bunkers on 

four holes and took about one month to complete. Because the course gets only 17.000 

rounds annually, the members simply play around the work and no temporar> greens 

need to be set up. However, the on-going nature of the project does cause a disturbance 

in pkiy. that at the current rate will need to be repeated a total of 6 or 7 times over a 

period of about four years. Renaissance Golf Design is currently busy with many other 

projects, which means that the construction schedule at the Valley Club will be 

determined on their availability. This can cause inconveniences for the superintendent as 

well as the membership. Furthermore, throughout this on-going process, the course will 

be inconsistent in looks and playability. The final disadvantage of phasing the work in at 



Valley Club has and will continue to be the cost. Superintendent Sean McCormick 

believes that at the current rate of construction, the entire project will cost in the range of 

S400.000-S450.000. If completed in one time frame, he feels the work could be done for 

S250.000-S300.000. At the present time, a little over half of the course has been restored 

at a cost of approximately S21 (J.OUO. 

Limitations 

To date, all of the bunker work as been referenced by the photographs taken in 

1931. Mowever. many of the holes at Valley Club are not represented in this collection. 

If other photos are not found, many of the bunkers will have to be rebuilt without them. 

In this case a pure restoration is impossible and the architect and superintendent will have 

to work together to try and interpret what Mackenzie would have been likely to do in 

these areas. McCormick believes that by studying common characteristics of the photos 

that do exist, they w ill be successful. This will certainly be a challenge, considering the 

unpredictable nature of Nktckenzie's bunkers. 

Future Plans 

Eventually, the club hopes to have all of the bunkers restored to Mackenzie's 

original intent. .A.S discussed above, this will be determined by the availability of 

Renaissance Golf Design. In the mean time. McCormick will continue to selectively 

remove trees, reestablish the old mowing patterns, and also hopes to restore some of the 

bunkers on his own. .A.t this point the club does not plan to rebuild any of the greens. 



The original push-up greens still function well because of the limited amount of play the 

course gets. They would like to rebuild the original contours of the 18^'' green, but think, 

that it would be unplayable considering the current speed of the greens. 

Fi<4iirc 6. Vlasonite forms used to restore bunkers (14"' hole. Valley Club). These forms 
ill be removed once the surroundini: turf is established. 



Figure 7. i()'••" hole ai the Valley Club prior to restoration. Notice the lack ofcharacter in 
the ureenside bunkers. 

Figures. 15'" hole at the Valley Club after restoration. Using photographs from 1931. 
bunkers were rebuilt to look e.xactly like Mackenzie's originals. 



Case Study #2: PASATIEMPO GOLF CLUB 
(Santa Cruz. California) 

N'ame and Type ot'ColfCourse: Pasatiempo Golf Club (Semi-Private) 
Location: Santa Barbara. California 
Original Designer: Alisier Mackenzie 
Date of Course Opening; 1929 
Dale of Latest Improvement Project: On-going from 1996-1999 
Golf Course .Architect: Tom Doak (Renaissance Golf Design) 
Golf Course Superintendent: Dean Gump 
Improvement Classification: Restoration 
Project Cost: Approximately S640.l)0() (entire project). SI 90.1)00 (hunker ami drainage 
work alone) 
Project Focus: Construction ofne\v huilciing and entrance area. Bunker construction. 
Tee construction. Installation offairM ay drainage. Tree renwval. Cart path 
improvements, and Construction of new practice green. 

Background Information 

Pasatiempo was built in h)29 in the Santa Cruz Mountains, ov erlooking the 

Monterey Bay in California. Legendary golf course architect Alister Mackenzie designed 

the course and considered it to be so beautiful that he built his house bordering the 6'*' 

hole. In his book. "The Spirit of St. .Andrews". Mackenzie also uxote that the 16''' hole 

was the best par-4 he had e\er seen (Mackenzie. 1^)95). Modem critics must agree 

because Pasatiempo is consistently ranked in the top 100 courses in the United States. .A 

unique aspect of Pasatiempo is that it offers public golfers a rare opportunity to play on a 

Mackenzie designed course. 

Pasatiempo was probably one of the most severe sites Mackenzie ever worked 

with. The land literally sits on the side of a gigantic hill, with dramatic washes (or 

barrancas) running through it. Somehow .Mackenzie was able to route the holes across 

the landscape so that most golfers never realize how severe the site really is. In it's 

original state, the course was considered to be very strategic. Golfers who could place 



their ball on the correct side of the fairway, were rewarded with an easier approach to the 

green. Pasatiempo was also known for it's dramatically contoured greens. By building 

greens with sev ere slopes and several levels. Mackenzie was able to turn the short game 

into the most challenging aspect of the course. 

Hi.stor\' of Changes to the Course 

Since the opening of the course in 1929. so many changes have occuired to the 

course, that today golfers do not experience most of what Mackenzie had originally 

intended. Mature trees that were not part of the original plans now block views of the 

coursc and the surrounding landscape. .Many of the bunkers have been filled in and 

others ha\ e been added over the years. Those that do remain in their original location 

were reshaped in 1986 to the specifications of golf architect and .-VSCGA "' member, 

Robert Trent Jones Jr. In order to give the course a modem look. Jones rounded off the 

rough natural looking edges that Mackenzie had specified and today is famous for. The 

greens have also lost some of their original contours and shape due to changes in mou ing 

panems and attempts to sotten their dramatic slopes. Funhermore. cart paths ha\ e been 

installed throughout the course and many of the old drains that have been there for years 

are now failing. 

Genesis of the Project 

" ASGC.\ stands for The .American Society of Golf Course .Architects. The society was established in 1'546 
as the tlrst professional organization of course designers in .America. 



In 1996. officials at the club realized that the course was deteriorating and needed 

some work. Jones, who had consulted for the course for many years, suggested that the 

course be updated for today's game. This would mean changing even more of 

Mackenzie's original work. The course committee disagreed and decided to hire 

architect Tom Doak. Doak has just finished a book on .-Mister Mackenzie and is 

considered an authority when it comes to his work. 

The committee's main goal was to restore the course as closely as possible to 

.-Mister .Mackenzie's original design. Thanks to Club Historian Bob Beck, the history of 

Pasatiempo is very well documented making this task much easier. Working with course 

superintendent. Dean Gump. Doak has come up with a master plan that includes cart path 

improvements, tree remo\al to open up fairways and help circulation around the greens, 

and bunkering improvements (Falbo. 1998). Two holes will be done at a time, and the 

course will remain open during the entire process. Doak and his compan\ . Renaissance 

Golf Design, will be using old photographs of the golf course as their ret'crence and will 

not produce drawings for each hole. His company will also be providing their own 

shaper. who will be on-site to complete the work and ensure that it is done correctly. .At 

this time, they have completed three major stages of the restoration. 

Project Overview 

Stage I (Twelfth and Thirteenih holes. SI20.000) 

Restoration of the 12''' and 13''' holes began in October of 1997. .A.lthough 

restoring other holes may have had a more dramatic effect. Doak felt that these holes 



could be done cheaper and still result in a substantial improvement to the course. These 

holes are located in close proximately to each other and were chosen so that only one area 

of the golf course would be affected during the project. 

The 12''' hole is a short par-4 (376 yd.). Mackenzie originally designed the hole 

so that the second shot would have to be hit over a large barranca (or wash) that runs in 

front of the green. Years of siltation caused the barranca to till up and eventually this 

area was on the same level as the tairwa\' and green. .As a result the most interesting 

feature of the hole was lost. Toda\' the ban-anca has been reshaped and two bunkers that 

had been lost near the green have been rebuilt to match those in the old photographs (Fig. 

9). Instead of lea\ ing the area in front of the green as a natural wash the entire area has 

been sodded and a 36-inch drain has been installed so water that occasionally ran in front 

of the hole now runs beneath the turf (Fig. 10). This may not be considered a pure 

restoration of the original hole, but there is no longer a problem with siltation and the 

general character and strategy of the hole have been restored. 

The 13"^ hole is a par-5 that turns to the left from tee to green. Based on the 

photographs. Mackenzie had originally placed two directional bunkers on the left side of 

the fairway and had left the right side open, so that a shot hit to the right side of the 

fairway would bounce over the hill. These bunkers which were taken out at some point 

have now been rebuilt and a bunker that was apparently added on the right side of the 

fairway has now been filled in as part of the restoration plan. The most dramatic change 
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to =13 has been to restore a large "Mackenzie bunker" " in front of the green that had 

probably been taken out because it could not be seen from the fairway (Fig. 11). 

Mackenzie stated in his book, "that a blind shot is only blind the first time you play it." 

Today, many modem architects consider the use of blind bunkers unfair. 

Gump also took advantage of this time by improving the drainage on the 13''^ 

tainvay. He installed a curtain drain down the right side and led it to another 36" drain 

that was installed under the rebuilt bunker. These drains reach at least tlve feet below the 

surface and intercept the ground water that runs off the hillsides that would otherwise 

surtace on the fairway. (Falbo. 1998) This project took approximately 1 month, during 

which time, temporary greens were set up so that play could continue. 

Figure 9. 12'" hole at Pasatiempo after restoration. 

' The term 'Mackenzie bunker' is used to describe the natural looking bunkers that Dr. .Mackenzie 
incorporated into many of his designs. 



Figure 10. 36-inch drain tile. Although water once ran 
freely through this arro> o. siltation was a problem. 

Figure II. Restored "Mackenzie Bunker" (=13 Pasatiempo Golf Club). 



Stage 2 (First and Sinth holes. S~0.000) 

The next goal of the plan tor Pasatiempo was to restore the 1and 9'*^ holes to Dr. 

Mackenzie's original design intentions. This project started in October of 1998 and was 

completed in one month. .-Vgain, temporary greens were set up on these holes so that play 

could continue while the work was being done. Similar to the 12'*^ and 13'*' holes, these 

holes are in close proximity to each other making it possible to only disturb one area of 

the golf course. 

The work done on the 1is especially interesting because it involved changing the 

hole from a par-5 to a par-4. Originally the hole measured 465 yards: a yardage 

commonly associated with par-5 holes in 1929 when the course was built. However, as 

discussed earlier, using today's equipment, golfers are able to hit the ball consistently 

further, and holes of this length are usually played as par 4's now. This would be 

especially true in the case of the Ihole at Pasatiempo which plays even shorter 

considering it runs downhill. 

Even in the 1950"s this hole was considered an easy par-5 and at some point a 

new tee was added to make the hole longer. .Around this time a bunker was also added in 

front of the green making the hole more difficult because you could no longer run the ball 

into the green from the left side of the fairvvay. This meant a well-placed drive to the left 

side of the fairway was no longer rew arded as originally intended. .Although these 

changes made the P' hole more difficult, it also lost a lot of its original strategy and 

character. 



During this recent project. Doak has taken out the added bunker, restored the 

other bunkers to their original shape and removed the back tee. The hole now measures 

its original distance of 465 yards and although it plays as a par-4. it is much closer to the 

original hole that Mackenzie had designed. 

The 9'" hole is an uphill par-5 that measures 489 yards from the back tees. L'sing 

old photographs as references. Doak restored two fairway bunkers on the left side and 

one on the right. These bunkers had been removed or reshaped, which had changed the 

hole both visually and strategically. At this time the bunkers around the green have not 

been restored and like the 13"^ hole, they have a very inconsistent style. 

This project also involved removing several trees that had been planted in 

between the P' and 9"' holes and were never a pan of Dr. .Mackenzie's design. Sometime 

after the course was built, these trees were planted tor aesthetic purposes and have 

changed the golf course significantly. They have grown so big and are so numerous that 

they now block many of the open views that Mackenzie had intended for golfers to see. 

Furthermore, by blocking shots that were once possible, these trees have taken away 

many options that golfers once had. reducing the strategy of the entire golf course. By 

comparing a photograph taken shortly after the course opened in 1929 to one taken in 

October of 1999 it is easy to see how much these trees have changed the character of the 

golf course (Figs. 12 & 13). 
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Figure 12. Pasatiempo before trees. Old photo of =8 green u ith "'•I and shown in the background 

(photo from "The Golden Age of Golf Design", p. If"') 

Figure 13. Pasatiempo after trees. Recent photo taken from similar angle. Notice how mature trees block 

the view of = 1; even after several have been removed. 



Sta!j;e 3 /First lee area/ 

In June of 1999 Doak and Gump completed their most recent task of rebuilding 

the entire T' tee complex and surrounds. The club felt that this area, which sits near the 

clubhouse needed a serious facelift and spent nearly 5450,000 to have it done. Besides 

reshaping and reseeding the tees, this project also invoh ed; moving an old maintenance 

building, creating a new entrance area, constructing a new practice putting green, 

rerouting the cart paths, reconnection of all utilities, and a signitlcant amount of 

landscaping work. 

Successes 

Overall the attempt to restore Pasatiempo to its original design intent has been 

successful. The newly constructed bunkers are a close replication of Dr. .Mackenzie's 

originals and the remo\ al of se\ eral trees has brought back some of the strategy that 

Mackenzie had intended. The process of restoring the bunkers was \ ery similar to that at 

the Valley Club (See Case Study =?1). Kye Goalby. a member of the constaiction crew at 

Pasatiempo. compares the process of restoring bunkers to that of an archeological dig. 

By working carefulU' with a shovel, the crew at Pasatiempo was able to detect different 

layers of soil and eventually tlnd the original location of the bunkers. Once this was 

done, wood forms were used to help support the newly created edges of the bunkers. 

Gump likes to leave the forms on for at least 3 months, while the mrf help establish the 

edge. .As a result, the newly restored bunkers at Pasatiempo look very similar to the 

originals. 



Criticism 

The main criticism of the project is that Renaissance has not been able to do more. 

At this point, the course has a very inconsistent look to it. with newly restored bunkers 

mixed in with the old ones (Fig. 11). In order to restore the entire course, play will once 

again have to be interrupted on these holes. This and other criticisms of the project can 

be attributed to the limitations discussed below. 

Limitations 

L'nlike the Valley Club, which is a small private course with limited play (17.000 

rounds a year). Pasatiempo is open to the public and gets close to 55.000 rounds annually. 

They are not supported solely by their membership, but rather by everyday public golfers. 

For this reason, it is not feasible for them to close the course for an extensive restoration 

project. Furthermore, with se\ eral committees and panics involved in the decision 

making process, it is very difficult for them to agree on what type of v\ork should be 

done. For e.xample. they could agree to restore the fairway bunkers on ^9 and =13. but 

were not interested in doing the green side bunkers at the same time. .As discussed above, 

these holes novv have a very inconsistent look to them and will eventually ha\ e to be 

interrupted again. 

There is also a limitation on how many trees can be removed. Dean Gump 

believes that the openness that Pasatiempo once had will never be completely restored 

due primarily to safety reasons. Gump points out that, "although not envisioned in the 



original design, the tree placement helps protect players from errant golf balls crossing 

into the next fairway" (Falbo. l"-)98). Safety has become a big issue at many old courses, 

and Pasatiempo is no e.xception. Today's golfers are hitting the ball much further, which 

means that a miss hit shot can be much more dangerous. Due to the increase in play that 

the course has seen over the years, the chances of someone getting hit are much greater. 

In the early l^jO's Pasatiempo was averaging only 5.000 players a year compared to 

55.000 rounds presently. .A. course designed for this much play today would need close 

to 150 acres of land to be safe. Pasatiempo was built on only 90 acres and as a result 

many of the tairways run very close to one another. In the 1950's a goiter was actually 

killed on the 8''' hole when a ball coming from the 7th hole hit him. Nevertheless Doak 

and Gump have been selectively removing trees that will improve the views and 

playability while keeping others that provide the most safety. 

The can path situation has been another important issue concerning the 

restoration of Pasatiempo. These asphalt paths were put in long after the course opened 

and were never a part of the original design. .-\ true restoration would in\ olve remo\ ing 

them completely. However, the majority of golfers at Pasatiempo today use cans; 

therefore removing them entirely may not be the best solution. These paths are now 

deteriorating and Gump has been spending S4-5.000 a year to fi.x different areas 

throughout the course. This process is \ er}' inefficient and Gump is now considering 

installing continuous concrete paths throughout the course. .Although this would be a 

great solution in terms of function, a continuous can path would lake away trom the 
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natural look and feel the course was intended to have. Tom Doak has spoken out against 

this solution but nothing has been decided at this point. 

Future Plans 

The club plans to continue working on completing the recommendations of the 

master plan produced by Renaissance Golf Design. The ne.xt project will probably 

involve restoring bunkers on the 14''^ and 15'"'' holes and mo\ ing a tee on the 16''^ hole. 

The ultimate goal is to restore all of the bunkers on the course. Dean Gump also plans on 

selectively removing trees as an ongoing project. There are no current plans to restore 

the greens that ha\e been altered over the years. 



Case Study #3: CYPRESS POINT CLUB 
(Pebble Beach. California) 

Name and Type of Golf Course: Cypress Point Club (Private) 
Location: Pebble Beach. California 
Oriuinal Designer: AHster Mackenzie 
Date of Course Opening: 1928 
Date of Latest Improvement Project: On-going from 1998-2000 
Golf Course Architect: Xone 
Golf Course Superintendent: Jeff Murkow 
Improvement Classification: Restoration 
Project Cost: S2.5 million (Shoreline work). 350.000 (Bunker work) 
Project Focus: Shoreline reinforcement. Bunker construction, and Drainage 
improvements 

Background information 

Situated at the tip of the Monterey Peninsula in Pebble Beach. California. Cypress 

Point is considered by many to be the most beautiful golf course in the world. The 

course was designed in 1928 by Alister Mackenzie, who had just completed his work at 

Royal Melbourne in Australia. At Cypress Point. Mackenzie had the advantage of 

working with one of the most spectacular sites in the world golf Although known for it's 

dramatic stretch of holes along the coast. Cypress Point's inland holes, which run through 

hill\ woodlands and natural sand dunes help gi\e the course a variety that is unmatched 

in the world of golf .\s Mackenzie stated in 1932. "l do not expect anyone will ever 

have the opportunity of constructing another course like Cypress Point, as I do not 

suppose anywhere in the world is there such a glorious combination of rocky coast, sand 

dunes, pine woods and cypress trees." 

Instead of try ing to conform to the rules of golf architecture. Mackenzie let the 

land dictate the sequence and length of the holes at Cypress Point. The result is a course 

that measures only 6.356 yards, contains back to back par-3's and par-5"s. and does not 



return to the clubhouse until the eighteenth hole. These characteristics, which might be 

considered a flaw at other courses, only serve to make Cypress Point more unique and 

special. .Although Mackenzie's routing is certainly brilliant, it is not the only feature that 

makes Cypress Point one of the greatest courses in the world. He also did a masterful job 

of creating bunkers and greens that appear to ha\ e been formed by nature, and in many 

cases they were. 

History of Changes to the Course 

Fortunately. Cypress Point has not undergone any major alterations over the 

years. The routing remains the same as it was in 1928 when the course opened. The only 

changes to the green contours have been minimal, imd are mostly due to sand build-up 

from top-dressing and e.xplosion shots from the greenside bunkers. .Although, the trees 

ha\ e grown over the \ ears. there have been ver\- tew trees planted. In fact, the course 

actually has fewer trees today, having lost many of its Cypress trees over the \ ears. 

One thing that has changed at Cypress Point is the bunkering. While several of 

them were filled in for ease of maintenance during World War II and the Great 

Depression, others have changed dramatically in shape. Superintendent Jeff Markow 

believes that modem edging techniques combined with natural deterioration from the 

harsh coastal climate have caused these changes. Old photographs of the course show-

that .Mackenzie's original bunkering at Cypress Point was practically indistinguishable 

from nature. These visually stunning hazards were shaped and positioned in a way that 

blended harmoniously with the natural sand dunes found throughout the site. However. 



these traps have since changed shape, and while still dramatic, their smooth edges now 

stand in contrast to their natural surroundings. The sand dunes are now covered with 

plant material, making them dull in appearance compared to their original state. 

.Another change at Cypress Point has been the constant erosion of the shoreline. 

.Areas along the rocky coastline have lost several feet o\ er the years. This has seriously 

affected some of the coastal holes, which have made Cypress Point so famous. The 

fifteenth, si.xteenth and seventeenth holes have all lost key areas along their right edges, 

where the ocean is located. 

Genesis of the Project 

It is these coastal erosion problems that have been the motivating factor for the 

most recent improvement projects at Cypress Point. The club knows the importance of 

preserv ing these holes and is willing to do whatever it takes to prevent future loss of 

shoreline. 

They have been considering bunker restoration for some time, but did not want to 

interrupt play on the golf course. To reinforce certain areas of the shoreline, some areas 

of the course w ill need to be closed during construction. The club felt that this would be 

a good time to restore the bunkers on those specific holes. Their goal vvas to duplicate 

the shape and position of the bunkers in their original state. They also wanted to improve 

the playability of the bunkers by adding drainage and replacing sand. 
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Project Overview 

In July of 1998 hole =16 was closed tor 3 months to reinforce the eroded coastal 

rock and to restore bunkers. The club felt that ^16 should be done first because of its 

immense popularity in the world of golf Due to its spectacular setting along the Pacific 

Ocean, this 219-yard par-3 is the most photographed golf hole in the world. 

The coastal work, was contracted out to Granite Construction, with the artistic 

work done by Cemrock Landscapes, a company out of Tucson. .Arizona. Cemrock used 

colored concrete to recreate rock in two main areas on =16. The first was near the green, 

where the land had alread>- encroached upon the bunkers and would soon tlireaten the 

actual surface of the green. The second area was in a cove closer to the tee boxes and 

was done more for an autistic improvement than for playability purposes. The rock work 

alone cost appro.\imately S2.500.000. 

JetT.VIarkow. the course superintendent and his crew also used this time to restore 

all of the bunkers on this hole. The bunker work has been done completely in-house 

without the services of a golf course architect. Instead. Jim Langley. the head 

professional at Cypress Point, has tilled the role of design consultant for these projects. 

Langley has studied and played several Mackenzie designed courses and has helped 

.Vlarkow and his crew reproduce the bunjcers and shoreline to .Mackenzie's intentions. 

By looking at old photographs, they are tr\ ing to rebuild the bunkers e.xactly as 

they e.xisted in 1928. On =16 .Markow has added a bunker located back and to the right 

of the green that had been removed years back. He also, rebuilt the other five greenside 

bunkers that had changed significantly in shape. .About 50% of the work was done using 
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a small backhoe and the rest was done by hand. The first step was to remove the old sand 

from all the traps. The bunkers were then reshaped to match their original look. Because 

the soil at Cypress Point holds together well. Markow did not use anything to support the 

new edges of the bunkers. Tile drainage that previously did not exist, was added to each 

bunker after shaping. Once the drainage was installed, a la\ er of bunker seal was added 

to the each trap. Bunker seal is a product that helps keep the new sand from mi.xing with 

the underlying soil. This mixture had occurred in most of the old bunkers, causing 

contamination and inconsistent playability. The work was completed by resodding the 

edges and adding new sand to each bunker. Markow plans to let the grass along the 

bunker lips grow longer to help give them a natural look. The bunker work on =16 cost 

close to S20.000 to complete. 

In .August of lOQ*). the same process was used to restore bunkers on =17. a par-4 

that also runs along the coastline. This project, which cost close to S30.000. involved 

restoring four greenside bunkers and a significant amount of eanhwork. 

Markow is also working on removing iceplant and other non-nati\ e plant material 

from the sand dunes on these and other holes. This is a ver\- time consuming process, but 

is necessary in order to bring back the bold contrast that these areas once pro\'ided to the 

course. 

Successes 

The work completed at Cypress Point has been very successful. The club has 

taken the necessarv' steps to prevent future shoreline erosion. Often, the use of artiticial 
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rock is easily identified within a natural landscape. At Cypress Point no expense was 

spared to avoid this. The result is an artificial rocky coastline that matches the 

surrounding natural rock perfectly (Fig. 14). 

Figure 14. Restored shoreline at Cypress Point. Although Lindetectable b\ eve. the majority of this cove 
on the 16* hole is actually colored concrete sculpted to look like the surrounding rock. 

The bunker work at Cypress Point has also been very successful. Jeff Markow 

and Jim Langley have used old photographs of these holes to accurately reproduce 

Mackenzie's original bunkers. Furthermore, the new sand and drainage has helped to 

impro\ e the playability and consistency of the new bunkers. Today, the 16'*^ and 17''^ 

holes play and look very close to their original state. 
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Criticism 

The unique circumstances of the eroded coastline have cost the club a lot of 

money that could have been spent elsewhere on the course. However, to preserv e what is 

left of the shoreline and to properly restore the 16''' hole, these costs were necessary. The 

only other criticism of this project is the amount of time it took to complete. .Although 

this work, was done more efficiently than most, the club is looking for ways to speed up 

future work. The maintenance crew at Cypress Point is relatively small and it might be 

necessary to hire more workers during future restoration projects. 

Limitations 

The major limitation to completely restoring Cypress Point is the loss of shoreline 

on the three coastal holes. .Although, they are reinforcing what still e.xists. they can not 

rebuild the actual areas that have been lost. This type of work is difficult to do and the 

coastal commission does not look favorably on building these areas back out. Therefore, 

it was not possible to accurately rebuild a couple of the bunkers that used to sit in these 

areas. 

Future Plans 

The club plans to continue restoring bunkers and cleaning up the sand dunes 

through all eighteen holes. They will also continue to selectively reinforce other areas of 

the shoreline. The green committee at Cypress Point has a written plan that includes 
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construction schedules and a prioritization of work to be done. This plan is continually 

updated every five years. 



Case Study #4: BEL-AIR COUNTRY CLUB 
(Bel-Air. California) 

Name and Type of Golf Course: Bel-Air Country Club (Private) 
Location: Bel-Air. California 
Original Designer: Gcoriie C. Thomas Jr. 
Date of Course Opening: 192" 
Date of Improvement Project: On-going from !99S-2(Jl)() 
Golf Course Architect! s): Tom Fazio and Andy Bantield i Fazio Golf Course Designers/ 
Golf Course Superintendent: Brian Sullivan 
Improvement Classification: Redesign Restoration 
Project Cost: Approximately SI.200.ODD 
Project Focus: Extensive water feature construction. Storm water management 
improvements. Bunker construction, and Reestahlishment of green perimeters. 

Background Information 

Located on the west side of Los Angeles. Bel-Air Country club has long been 

considered one of the top courses in Southern California. Designed by George C. 

Thomas Jr. in 1927. the course in its original state featured: a unique routing, an 

abundance of strategically designed holes, and some of the most creative bunkering to 

date. Fortunately, the general routing of the course has remained the same. By using a 

series of tunnels to connect holes. Thomas was able to route the course in and out of 

several canyons, giving golfers one of the most unique e.xperiences in golf. However, 

over the years, the individual holes ha\ e been changed to the point that the course has not 

only lost its continuity, but most of its strategic interest as well. 

Histor> of Changes to the Course 

So many architects and superintendents have tampered with the course that it is 

difficult to keep track of who has done what. In 1962. Dick Wilson rebuilt everv green 

and nearly everv* bunker on the course, with no intentions of preserving Thomas's work. 



During this project Wilson also managed to eliminate the character and strategy on 

several of Bel-Air's most unique holes. 

The par-4 ninth originally played to 300 yards and featured a creek that crossed 

the fairway and bordered the right side of the green. Players had the option of laying up 

short of the creek, carrying the creek to a small fairway on the other side, or attempting to 

drive the green. Due to e.\cess run-off from the surrounding de\ elopment. the creek was 

re-routed and taken out of play (Shackelford. 1996). 

.Another hole that lost its strategic interest was =11, a par-4 with an alternative 

fairway. Before Wilson's changes, players could risk hitting a blind shot to the left 

fairway and be rewarded with an easier second shot to the green. Today, overgrown trees 

and an artificial lake ha\ e made the right fairway the only option off the tee. 

The most devastating change at Bel-.-\ir occurred at the 12"' hole, also known as 

the ".Mae West". This hole was named after the actress because of its unique green 

complex framed by two large mounds. Players who carelessly let their tee shot drift left 

on =12. would not be able to see the green for their approach shot. .-\ carefully placed 

shot down the right side would leave a pert'ect view of the green, between the Mae West 

mounds (Fig 15). This mound was completely removed and the green was lowered by 

Wilson. His explanation was that there was no place on a golf course for a situation 

which required a blind shot (Shackelford. 1996). 

.After Dick Wilson's work, most of Thomas's original features were gone. This 

did not stop other architects from further altering the course. In the I970's Robert Trent 

Jones Sr. and Jr. built an artificial lake on the S"^ hole, rebuilt the entire green comple.x on 



~5 and added several fairway bunkers throughout the course. Like Wilson, the Jones" 

made no attempt to restore any of Thomas's original work-

in the late 70"s. the so-called improvements of Bel-Air continued with work from 

the Fazio family. George Fazio and his son Tom rebuilt the 7"'green as an attempt to 

restore the old green. How ever, the contours, which still e.xist toda\'. do not even 

resemble those of the original. During this time another pond was also added in front of 

the 3'^'' hole. This pond, w hich is a poor substitute for Thomas's bunkering, gi\ es the hole 

a very artificial look. 

(n the early 90's Jack N'icklaus was called in lo rebuild the first tee comple.x. 

Fddie .Merrins. Bel-Air's head prot'essional since 1962. also built new back tees on =2. 

=9. = 12. ? 15. and -18. These tees make the course considerably longer and arc probabl}-

an attempt by Merrins to protect the course record, which he cuiTently shares with Sam 

Snead. 

Genesis of Project 

The current architect of record at Bel-.Air is .ASGC.\ member. Tom Fazio. Fazio 

was a natural choice for the club, considering his long term affiliation and membership at 

Bel-Air. The superintendent at Bel-.Air. Brian Sullivan, also feels that Fazio is verv-

s\ mpathetic to George C. Thomas's work. For these reasons, there was no effort by the 

club to seek out another architect. 



Although the club respects the histor\' of the course and wants it to be known as a 

Thomas design, they have no intention of restoring the course back to it's original state. 

Instead they rely on Tom Fazio's recommendations as to what changes the course needs. 

Project Overv iew 

The most recent work, based on Fazio's recommendations, has been to rebuild the 

lake on =8 and the concrete drainage channel that runs through the back nine. Fazio's 

goal was to make these areas more aesthetically pleasing, while also impro\ ing the 

playability of the holes around them. The concrete channel that runs through the back 

nine was added several years ago to accommodate the drainage problems associated with 

increased development around the course. This area was once a natural wash that 

Thomas used to add interest to the holes at Bel-.Air. Fazio felt that turning this into a 

natural looking stream would help restore the look that this area once had. 

Both of these projects have now been completed for a cost of S1.200.000. The 

lake on =8 has been reshaped and a "natural" rock retaining wall has been added to it. 

The lake now comes more into play on the eight hole and has also been connected to a 

s t r e a m  t h a t  c r o s s e s  t h e  I h o l e .  

Tlie concrete channel on the back nine as been taken out and replaced with a 

stream that recirculates from the 14'*^ hole to the lake on the 11"^ hole. Under the stream 

lies a 66" sub-surface storm drain to handle all of tJie run-off. 

Besides these major projects. Fazio is also working with Brian Sullivan to rebuild 

several bunkers on the course. The goal is to return the look and character of Thomas's 



original bunkers. So tar. the 11''\ and 13''^ holes have been completed. Fazio does 

not provide any construction ser\ ices. so the majority of the bunker work is the 

responsibility of Brian Sullivan and his crew. 

.A.t Bel-.Air. the first step to rebuild the bunkers was to strip the sod from the 

surrounding area. N'e.xi. Sullivan's crew uses hand shovels along with a backhoe to 

reshape the bunkers to a look reminiscent of Thomas's originals. .After he is satisfied 

with the general shape of the bunker, the disturbed area is resodded. Once the new grass 

establishes itself. Sullivan cuts away different areas of the bunker edges to give them a 

natural eroded look. 

That last goal of Fazio and Sullivan has been to reestablishing lost areas around 

the edges of" the greens. There arc several greens at Bel-.Air that have shrunk 

considerabl\- over the years, due to overly conservative mowing along their edges. The 

first step to restore these areas is to determine the greens original perimeter. This is done 

by looking for areas that are on the same grade as the green and appear to be extensions 

of the current green surface. The soil and grass types are usually similar in these areas 

and can help confirm the size of the old greens. Once the perimeter is determined. 

Sullivan slowly begins to mow these areas shorter until the grass is the same height as the 

current green surface. 

The bunker and green work has been an on-going process with Fazio consulting 

and Sullivan completing the work on-site. The work to improve the pond on ?8 and the 

construction of the stream was contracted out. Tom Fazio's design firm has not produced 

a master plan of any type. 



Successes 

The recent work of Tom Fazio and Brian Sullivan has definitely improved the 

current state of the golf course. The stream that ams through the back nine is certainly 

more pleasing to the eye than the gunnite channel that it replaced. Furthermore, the new 

bunkers that Brian Sullivan and his crew have rebuilt are very reminiscent of George 

Thomas's style (Fig. 16). Finally, by reestablished the green perimeters, many of the 

most challenging pin positions have come back into play. Evaluated solely on the basis 

of improving the e.\isting condition of the course, these changes could be considered 

successful. 

Criticism 

If evaluated as a restoration of Thomas's original work, these projects would be 

considered unsuccessful. Those involved in the project believe that they are doing u hat 

Thomas would do to the course if he were alive today. Whether or not they are right 

about this assumption is irrelevant. .A.s defined earlier, restoration involves returning the 

course to a former more desirable condition. .A. careful look at the history of changes to 

the course shows that Bel-.A.ir was never in a more desirable condition than when it tlrst 

opened. 

In his book. "The Confidential Guide to Golf Course". Tom Doak refers to Bel-

.A.ir Country Club as "an ideal case study of how a club can ruin its course by tr\ ing to 

keep up-to-date." .Although Doak was probably referring to the work done by Wilson. 



Jones and others, the recent work at Bel-Air continues to support this statement. 

Artificial lakes and recirculating streams might look great at Disney World or even 

corporate office landscapes, but not as pan ofa classic golf course built in 1927. 

The recent bunker work at Bel-.Air is somewhat reminiscent of Thomas's style, 

but the placement of them is not. Instead of using the old photographs to replace the 

bunkers exactly. Fazio and Sullivan are placing many of them in areas where they 

originally did not e.xist. The work on = 12 will help explain their philosophy. 

In order to truly restore =12. the entire green complex including the "Mae West" 

mounds on each side would need to be rebuilt. This would not onl>' increase the strategy 

and interest of the hole, but would also return one of the most unique holes ever designed 

by George C. Thomas. Faicio felt that these mounds would not in u ith the new stream 

that he installed down the left side of the hole. He believes that the new stream has 

actually helped restored the hole to Thomas's intentions. His argument being that fear of 

hitting into the stream will forcc golfers to play down to the right side, much like the 

mound used to. Bunkers ha\e also been added to the hole, which is now unrecognizable 

from the original (Fig. 15). 



Figure 15. Original green complex at the "Mae West" 12'" hole. This 
mound has since been removed and bunkers have been added (photo from 
"Golf Architecture in America", p. 101). 

Figure 16. Restored bunker on the 13'" hole at Bel-.Air. 
George C. Thomas Jr. was a master at creating this t\pe of 
intricate fingering in his bunkers. 



Perhaps the biggest problem at Bel-Air is simply a lack of understanding from all 

parties involved. They do not seem to understand what makes Bel-.A.ir such a special 

place in terms of golf course design. The golf course architect needs to help 

communicate this to the membership and to the golf course superintendent. Tom Fazio is 

one of the top architects in the business, but he is not a restoration specialist. His work at 

Bel-.-\ir would probably fall under the category of "Redesign", which is not what this 

particular golf course needs. 

Limitations 

.A pure restoration of Bel-.Air would not be a simple task by any means. Today, 

the course is surrounded by housing that Thomas did not ha\ e to wony about in 1927. 

The result is that many holes have been encroached upon, affecting their payability. For 

e.xample. = l 7 is a par-4 where originally golfers could improve their chances of making 

par by playing to a risky ledge of fairway on the right side of the hole (Shackelford. 

1996). This area is currently bordered by housing and this exciting shot has been 

eliminated as an option. 

The addition of development around Bel-.-Vir Countn.' Club has also increased the 

run-off to the golf course. This was one reason many of the natural wash areas have been 

changed over the years. However, with today's technology in storm water management 

teclmiques. these issues could be sol\ ed. while also restoring some of these wash areas. 



Similar to many old golf courses, there is a limited amount of old photographs 

available to reference. The course has been altered so significantly, that it would be 

difficult to restore it completely and accurately without complete documentation. 

Future Plans 

Tom Fazio's tlrm is currently working on a master plan for the entire course. 

This will include recommendations for funher bunker construction as well as suggestions 

to improve drainage and turtgrass conditions. One solution will be to install a continuous 

cart path throughout the golf course. The possibility of any genuine restoration occurring 

at Bel-Air appears unlikely. 
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Case Study #5: OJAI VALLEY INN AND SPA 
(Ojai. Calitbmia) 

Name and Type of Golf Course: Ojai Valley Inn and Spa (Semi-Privatei 
Location: Ojai. California 
Original Designer: George C. Thomas Jr. and Billy Bell Sr. 
Date of Course Opening: 1925 
Date of Latest Improx ement Project: Spring of 1999 
Golf Course Architect: Carter Morrish 
Golf Course Superintendent: San^ Williamson 
Improvement Classification: Restoration 
Project Cost: 3500.000 
Project Focus: Complete construction ot two new golf holes. 

Background Information 

The Ojai Valley Inn and Spa is located in the small town of Ojai. California, just 

north of Los Angeles. George C. Thomas Jr. designed the course with Billy Bell Sr. as 

his construction superv isor in 1925. The land at Ojai ranges from gently rolling open 

highlands to low woodland ground that is broken up by canyons and creeks. This 

magnitlcent setting combined with an ample amount of acreage gave Thomas the 

opportunity to design a verN' natural course. 

Unlike Riviera, where Thomas had to create interesting features, at Ojai he simply 

had to find them in an already interesting landscape. The result was a very unique course 

with greens that blended perfectly into their surroundings. Thomas also built creative 

bunkers and placed them in positions that helped dictate the strategy of the course. 

Over the years the course has hosted many tournaments and events, the most 

recent being the 1998 PGA Tour Skills Challenge. Today, the golf course at Ojai. along 

with its elaborate resort and spa attracts visitors from across the globe. .Although there 

are members at Ojai Valley, the course is also open for public play. 



Histor>- of Changes to the Course 

During WWII the course at Ojai was forced to close and the United States Army 

occupied the land for training purposes. In l'?48 Billy Bell Jr. rebuilt the course, making 

several modifications to the original design. Most notably uas the complete 

abandonment of the old and 4''' holes. This was surprising because at the time the par-

3 hole was considered one of the best holes in the country. Not only was it pictured in 

Robert Hunter's 1^26 book. "The Links", but also in George C. Thomas's 1927 classic. 

"Golf .Architecture in .America". 

Bell's design stayed intact until 1988. when ASGC.A member Jay Moorish was 

hired to renovate the entire course. The club t'elt that the course had deteriorated and 

needed many improvements. The original push-up greens had shrunk and were no longer 

draining properly. The bunkers had also lost their shape and could now be described as 

rounded saucers. The irrigation system, w hich consisted of metal pipe, was causing 

several maintenance problems. 

The goal was to upgrade the course with linle attempt to restore any of its original 

t'eatures. The project cost approximately 2.4 million dollars and included: installation of 

a l.I million dollar irrigation system, rebuilding the greens to a modified L'SG.A 

standard, resurfacing the tees, and rebuilding all of the bunkers. Moorish also shifted 

several holes and lowered the fairways on others to increase \ isibility. .Although several 

of the original holes still e.xist. it is difficult to trace the original routing at Ojai. 

considering all of the changes. On the holes that do still exist, most of the greens and 
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bunkers have been changed so significantly that Thomas's original work is essentially 

gone. 

Genesis of the project 

It was not until 1990 when the L'SGA reprinted. "Golf Architecture in America", 

that the club first became aware of the 3'"' and 4"^ holes that had been abandoned by Billy 

Bell Jr. Even after this discovery there was little talk of restoring the holes until Ben 

Crenshaw. PG.A pro and golf course architect, discovered their location in an open field 

during the 1998 PG.A Tour Skills Challenge. It was Crenshaw's excitement for the 

possibility of bringing these holes back to life that really got the project started. 

Superintendent Sam Williamson agreed that the holes should be rebuilt. Not only 

would this help restore some of Ojai's histor\'. but by eliminating two other holes, traffic 

problems near the hotel could be alleviated. In 1999. the club talked to Jay .Moorish 

about rebuilding the two lost holes. Busy with other work. Morrish recommended his son 

Carter, who was eventually hired for the project. 

Project Overv iew 

The goal of this project was to rebuild the old 3^^ and 4''^ holes to help preserv e the 

history of the course and to alleviate congestion on other areas of the course. Due to 

changes in the routing, these holes would now play as the 7''^ and 8'"^. The 7''' hole would 

be built based on descriptions and photographs of the original 3'^'^ found in both Thomas's 

and Hunter's books. In "The Links". Hunter compared the 3'^'' at Ojai to the 3'^'' at Pine 



Valley, calling it a superb naairal site with well-modeled hazards (Hunter. 1926). In 

"Golf-Architecture in .America". Thomas describes his own creation as a semi-punch 

bowl green, that requires a shot of e.xacting nature (Thomas. 1927). In the recent project 

Carter Morrish used this information to rebuild the green and the bunkers on the current 

7'" hole. 

Unfortunately the only information found on the original 4''^ hole, was its yardage 

listed on the original scorecard. This par-4 originally played 400 yards in length. 

Despite the lack ofdocumentation. Morrish claims that the original grade was still visible 

and the hole would not be hard to restore. The placement of the bunkers was based 

strictly on .Morrish's gut feeling of where Thomas might have placed them (Fig. 17). 

Figure 17. New 7th hole at Ojai Valley. Originally =4. this 
par-4 was abandoned in a 1948 redesign of the course. 



The constaiction work for this project was contracted out to Scott Larson, a 

company that Morrish has had success with in the past. Morrish provided detailed 

grading and drainage plans for the construction of both holes. E.Kcept for weekly site 

visits. .Morrish was not directly involved in the construction process. The construction of 

both holes cost appro.ximately S500.000. In addition to typical green, tee and bunker 

construction, this project also invoKed almost 60.000 yards of earth and installing 

complete irrigation and drainage systems for both holes. The entire project took 6 

months to complete and the holes were opened for play on December 1. 1999. 

Succe.sses 

This project was successful in that it was completed in a reasonable time period 

and v\ithin the allowed budget of S500.00(). The holes tunction very well and blend in 

nicely with the rest of the course at Ojai Valley. The elimination of the old 5and 6''' 

holes near the hotel has helped to alleviate congestion problems in this area. The new 

holes ha\ e brought more attention to the historv' of the course and its original designer. 

George C. Thomas Jr. 

Criticism 

The dow nside of this project is that, while the new holes may resemble the 

originals, they are by no means an accurate replication of them. The difference becomes 

obvious when one compares a photograph of the original 3'^'' to one of the newly 

constructed 6''^ hole (Figs. 18 & 19). 
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Figure 18. Original 3'' hole at Ojai Valle>. Notice the detailed bunkering that George C. Thomas created 
tphoto trom "Golf Architecture in America"). 

Figure 19. New 6'" hole at Ojai Valle\ . The bunkers and tees are a poor replication ofTIiomas's originals. 



Unlike Thomas's original tees that were molded into the existing grade, the new 

tees appear to have been forced on the landscape giv ing them an artificial look. 

Considering the inaccuracy of the new bunkers, it is hard to believe that Morrish used the 

old photographs as references during construction. Their location is not even close to 

being accurate. The original bunkers were spaced in a way that helped balance the hole, 

while also leaving plenty of room for shots to be played and for walkers to pass by. To 

make room for the cart path, the new bunkers have been scrunched together, giving the 

hole an entirely different look. While the originals were carefully handcrafted and appear 

to have been formed by nature, the new bunkers are smooth-edged and artificial in 

appearance. This look is common among modem courses and is the result of building 

with heavy equipment that is unsuitable for detailed bunker work. 

Even Morrish agrees that the bunkers on the right side of the hole are too large 

and are not in the correct location. Unfortunately he did not see the finished product until 

the hole was completely grassed and could not be changed. This is an example of why 

architects involved with restoration projects need to be on-site during construction. This 

way they can make changes in the field that will help ensure the accuracy of their work. 

Limitations 

The road that runs along the right side the old 3 hole was a significantly 

limitation to doing a true restoration of this hole. In 1925 this was a small dirt road that 

had a minimal effect on the golf hole. Today this road is very busy and has expanded and 

encroached upon the hole. This could be one reason that an accurate placement of the 



bunkers was difficult to achieve. However, the main reason was the installation of a can 

path in the exact location of the old bunkers (Figs. 18 & 19). 

Sometime in the I950"s. after these holes were abandoned, a 36" water line was 

added to the property to accommodate the expansion of casitas to the hotel. The pipe was 

unfortunately routed directly in front of the old 4''' green and was only buried a few feet 

deep. .Although the original grade of the fairway was still \ isible. the hole had to be built 

eight feet higher to accommodate for the water line. Subtle details that still existed from 

the original fairway were eliminated during this process. 

The last limitation from the architect's standpoint was the superintendent's 

decision not to build natural looking bunkers. .Although Morrish would have liked to 

make the edges of the bunkers more irregular. Sam Williamson did not think this style 

would blend in with the rest of the course. 

Future Plans 

Officials at Ojai Valley have no plans for further restoration work. They are 

considering moving several holes on the course to make room for hotel expansions. This 

latest project may have been the last hope of restoring any of George C. Thomas's 

original work at Ojai Valley. 
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Case Study #6: LOS ANGELES COUNTRY CLUB, North Course 

(Los Angeles, California) 

Name and Type of Golf Course: Los Angeles Coiinny Cliih. Xorih Course (Priniie) 
Location; Los Angeles. California 
Original Designer! s): Hert)eri Fowler. George C. Thomas Jr. and Billy Bell 
Date of Course Opening; 1911 expanded to 36 holes in 1920 by Herbert Fow ler Sorth 
course redesigned in 192S by Thomas and Bell. 
Date of Improvement Project; I 9 9 6 - 1 9 9 ~  
Golf Course Architect: John Harhoitle HI 
Golf Course Superintendent: Bruce Williams 
Improvement Classification; Renovation Restoration Redesign 
Project Cost; S I .  ~  m i l l i o n  
Project Focus: Construction of L'SG.-l greens. Bunker construction. Drainage 
improvements, and Tree removal. 

Background Information 

The Los Angeles Countr> Club was originally laid out in 1911 b> a group of 

prominent businessmen and golfers. In 1920 the club board of directors hired English 

architect Merbert Fowler to expand the course to thirty-six holes. Fowler took the job. 

but because he still lived in England, he asked George C. Thomas, a member of the club, 

to super\ ise construction of the course. .Although Thomas had previously studied golf 

course design, it was at Los .-Vngeles Countrv' Club that he truly learned the process of 

designing and constnicting a coursc. His success in the carrying out of Fow lers plans 

soon earned him the reputation as a competent golf course designer. In 1927 after 

successfully designing several other courses in the area. Thomas and his constniction 

supervisor Billy Bell, completely redesigned the north course at Los Angeles Country 

Club. 

One of Thomas's main goals in the redesign was to create holes that could be 

played from several different lengths and angles. Currently architects build se\ eral tees 



on each golf hole to accommodate golfers of different skill levels. On the north course. 

Thomas built tees so that each hole could be played in different ways for all golfers. For 

example, a hole that would play as a par-3 during one round, could be played as a par-4 

during the ne.xt. By creating several of these options. Thomas was able to design four 

separate golf courses using only one set of greens. The most challenging aspect of this 

design was not locating separate tees, but rebuilding the greens and bunkers to function 

as parts of separate holes. During this process the course changed drastically, with 

several holes being completely changed or eliminated from the original design 

(Shackelford. 1996). 

.After the redesign of the North Course was complete George Thomas declared 

that it was his fmcst design effort. .-Mthough many of his multiple course ideas were 

never put to use. the basic layout and strategy still exist and remain a testament to his 

skill as an architect. 

History of Changes to the Course 

Since Thomas's 192S redesign the Nonh course at Los .Angeles Country Club has 

remained for the most part intact. Unlike the courses at Bel-.Air Country Club and Ojai 

Valley that were altered drastically during WWII, the North course was not seriously 

changed during this time (Shackelford. 1996). However, over the past 40 years several 

changes have been made in an attempt to update the course for modem play. 

The bunkers have lost their original shape and many trees have been planted 

throughout the golf course. .A, few of the holes have been significantly altered from 



Thomas's redesign. Sometime in the I960"s. Thomas's greens at the 8'*^ holes 

were relocated in order to increase the distance of each of these holes. .Although these 

holes were considered shon in relation to their par. they gave golfers a break from some 

of the more difficult holes on the front nine. For e.xample. =6 a drivable par-4 was 

positioned perfectly between two of the most difficult holes on the course, the 477-yard 

par-4. 5"' and a 240-yard par-3. 7"'. By lengthening these holes, legitimate birdie 

opportunities were eliminated, and the overall How of the course suffered (Shackelford. 

19%). 

Genesis of Project 

In 1996. the club decided they needed to rebuild all of their greens to LSG.A 

specifications. The original push-up greens were almost 80 years old and were 

deteriorating quickly. Superintendent Bruce Williams, claims that the soil did not drain 

properly, which made them difficult to maintain. The conditions were so bad that 

temporary bent grass greens had to be built e\ er\ summer. Furthermore, the grass was 

90''o Poa .Annua and the members thought they should have bent grass greens. 

One of the architects who interv iewed for the job was .ASGC.A member. John 

Harbottle III. Although Harbonle agreed that the greens should be rebuilt, he also 

pointed out the importance of restoring the North Course to the intentions of George C. 

Thomas Jr. Harbottle's respect for Thomas's work and the history of the club sat well 

with the membership, who eventually hired him for a full restoration of the course. 

During this time the club also formed a special committee that included a variety of 
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members with a spectnim of handicaps. This committee would meet periodically 

throughout the project to ensure that all of the members concerns were addressed. 

Project Over\ iew 

In addition to rebuilding all of the greens to L'SG.A. specifications, the project 

eventually involved: rebuilding and restoring all of the bunkers, installing new drainage 

to several of the fairways, rebuilding four greens and a tee tor the practice facility, and 

moving the 6'*^ green back to where Thomas had located it during his redesign. The entire 

project took 11 months to complete and cost approximately Si.7 million. During 

construction temporary greens were built so that play could continue. The members also 

had the lu.xury of playing the South course, which remained open during this project. 

In order to replicate the contours of Thomas's greens on the new greens, each 

green was measured carefully before any construction began. The average cost to rebuild 

each of the greens to L'SG.A specifications was 550.000. which accounted for about 2.3 

of the entire cost of the project. 

During the project, somewhere in the range of 200 trees were removed. 

.According to Williams, these trees were removed for agronomic and not design reasons. 

In order to keep the turf healthy, the trees needed to be removed to allow more sunlight 

and air circulation into the course. 

The bunkers were all rebuilt to the style of George C. Thomas Jr. This meant 

adding fingers to give them the irregular look that Thomas was known for. .Although old 

photographs were referenced. Harbottle did not try to replicate the original bunkers 



exactly. The majority of the bunker work was done with a backhoe with some finishing 

work done with hand rakes. Tile drainage and new sand were also added to every bunker 

on the course. Each bunker cost an average of S6.000 to rebuild. The remainder of the 

SI.7 million was used to completely overhaul the drainage systems on several of the 

fairways. 

.Although Harbottle supervised some of the constmction. his on-site time was 

limited to 2 or 3 days per month. .\11 of the work was contracted out to Landscapes 

L'nlimited. a construction company that specializes in golf course work. Harbottle's 

ser\ ices included: a written summary or report of the changes that the course needed a 

conceptual Master Plan for the entire course, and construction drawings including 

grading plans for all of the greens. 

Successes 

.Although LACC is a private club, they have 1.500 members and both of their 

courses get an average of 35.000 rounds per year. The reconstruction of the greens was 

necessary considering this amount of play. Today, the members are enjoying tantasiic 

bent grass putting surfaces on the North Course. .According to Williams, it is now easier 

to flush away accumulating salts, which had caused many problems in the past. By laser 

leveling the original contours on a 10" grid before construction. Landscapes L'nlimited 

was able to rebuild the greens to die same general specifications that Thomas called for in 

1928. 



The bunkers have also been significantly improved upon. Harbottle has improved 

their appearance by giving them more shape, while improving their playability by adding 

new drainage and sand. In tact, the entire course is enjoying better conditions. The 

removal of several trees and the installation of drainage to some of the tairways have 

improved the turf conditions immensely. 

Criticism 

Similar to the work reviewed at Bel-.Air Country Club and Ojai Valley Inn. this 

project has tailed to truly restore the work of George C. Thomas Jr. Although architect 

John Flarbottle admits that he did not tr\ to rebuild the bunkers e.xactly as they existed in 

1928. he still considers this project a restoration of Thoma.s"s work. Harbottle believes 

that the steep taces and large lips that evolve in bunkers over time help make old courses 

like L.ACC special. For this reason it is his opinion that the original bunkers would be 

considered shallow and uninteresting for today's golfers. (Harbottle. 2000) Instead of 

restoring the bunkers to look like the originals. Harbottle has actually built the new-

bunkers at L.A.CC based on his own design preferences (Figs. 20 & 21). 



Figure 20. 6'" hole at LACC prior to improvements. This green was 
original!) located lower on the hill, but was moved sometime in the oO's to 
increase the length of the hole (photo b\ John Harbottle lih. 

Figure 21. 6'" hole at LACC after improvements. The green has been moved 
back to its original location improving the hole significantly. However, the 
bunkers are only a modem interpretation of Thomas's originals and not a pure 
restoration of them (photo by John Harbottle III). 
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Another criticism that Bruce Williams pointed out. was a failure to properly tie in 

the green surrounds before grassing. These areas now have a very unfinished look to 

them and are bumpy and uneven. The course probably contained a lot of these 

inconsistencies in 1928. but the recent work appears to be a mistake rather than a 

successful attempt at restoring these subtleties. This could be attributed to the lack of 

experience by the finish shaper or the minimal amount of time spent on-site by the 

architect. Williams also believes that too much sand was put into each bunker on the 

North Course. The result is that golf balls are burying in the sand, making it difficult for 

player to recover and slowing down play significantly. The tinal criticism t'rom Williams 

is that proper irrigation heads were not installed around the green. Instead of partial or 

adjustable heads. Landscapes Unlimited used 360-degree heads around every green 

making it difficult for the superintendent to focus the watering on specific areas. This is 

probably the fault of the previous superintendent who could have specified the correct 

pans. 

Limitations 

Since there were only a few old photographs to reference, the entire course was 

not shown in detail. While this makes it more difficult to properly restore the entire 

course, it does not e.xplain the gross misrepresentation in bunker style. .An old aerial of 

the course existed, which showed the placement of nearly every bunker on the course. 

This combined with several ground shots of Thomas's bunkers should ha\-e been enough 

to restore the course fairly accurately. 



Williams believes that the bunkers could not be rebuilt precisely because of the 

difference in maintenance techniques used today versus those used in 1928. Originally 

everything was maintained by hand or not maintained at all. The present maintenance 

crew uses mechanical rakes attached to a sand-pro machine. These machines are made to 

rake flat bunker surfaces that do not have a lot of shape to them. Williams's explanation 

helps to explain how important it is to maintain old courses closer to the way they used to 

be maintained; otherwise they will not look the way they used to look. 

Future Plans 

Since the completion of the N'orth Course, the South Course has also been 

remodeled. By working closely with the contractor. Williams was able to complete the 

South Course in 5 months and for S200.000 below budget. Now that both courses have 

been completely overhauled there are no plans for any changes to either course in the 

near future. 
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Case Study #7: PAR.\DISE V ALLEY COUNTRY CLUB 
(Paradise Valley. .Arizona) 

Name and Type of Golf Course; Paradise Valley Coimny Club (Primcei 
Location: Paradise Valley. Arizona 
Original Designer; Lcnvrence Hughes 
Date of Course Opening: / 953 
Date of Latest Improvement Project: 1992 
Golf Course .\rchitect: Keith Foster 
Golf Course Superintendent: Rob Collins 
Improvement Classification; Renovation Redesign 
Project Cost: S3.j niillinn 
Project Focus; Green Construction iCSGAi. Bunker construction. Tee construction. 
Installation new irrigation system. Installation of fairway drainage. Regrassing of 
fairways. Tree removal, and Cart path improvements. 

Background Information 

Paradise Valley Country Club was built in I'^SS and is located near the 

intersection of Lincoln Dr. and Tatum Blvd.. in Paradise Valley. .Arizona. The course 

was originally designed by Lawrence Hughes, who learned his trade working as an 

apprentice under legendary golf course architect Donald Ross. Hughes was chosen to 

design Paradise Valley because of his proven success at designing and building desert 

courses. He had already constructed several well known desert courses, including: Club 

de Golf (Mexico). Thunderbird Countr\' Club (Palm Springs) and the Desert Inn course in 

Las Vegas (Cornish & Whitten. 1981). 

Paradise Valley golf course sits in a beautiful desert setting that is surrounded by 

mountains and intersected by natural washes. Hughes took advantage of these natural 

features and routed the front nine between .Marshmallow Mountain and .Mummy 

Mountain on the north side of the property. He accented the land by elevating the greens 



slightly and tilting them from back, to front, making them more receptive to a variety of 

shots. 

History of Changes to the Course 

Except for some tree plantings, the course remained untouched until 1984 when it 

was remodeled by golf architect and ASGCA member Geoffrey Cornish. Cornish, as 

most architects in this era. was not interested in restoring the course to its original state. 

Instead he used his own style of design to rebuild random bunkers and add mounding 

tliroughout the course. The result was a lack of continuity in the course with elements of 

the original design mixed in with Cornish's work. 

Today the course gets 36.000 rounds of play per year. By the early 1990"s. nearly 

ever}' aspect of the course including the tees, fairways, greens, bunkers and irrigation 

system had deteriorated and needed some form of improvement. 

Genesis of project 

In 1992 the club decided it was time to renov ate the course again and had three 

main goals in mind. First, they wanted to install a new irrigation system that would cost 

close to SI.5 million dollars. The original system was inadequate for today's standards 

and was consistently failing. The second goal was to rebuild all of the greens to L'SG.A. 

standards. Tlie original "push-up" greens did not have proper mix and were not draining 

properly. Finally, the members wanted the bunkers improved, but were not sure how to 

accomplish this. 



Golf architect Keith Foster was hired to renovate the course. It is important to 

note that although the greens committee had access to old plans and photos of the golf 

course, they were not interested in a restoration. Foster agreed and felt Paradise Valley's 

original design was somewhat boring in style, similar to most courses built in the late 

50's. The bunkers where oval shaped and uninteresting in appearance. He also felt that 

the tees were misaligned and une\en. resulting in an awkward teel tor golfers. The 

bunkers were not draining properly and the sand was too soft causing golf balls to bury. 

Overall. Foster felt that the course had lost luster and was boring in both strategy and 

style. 

Instead of telling the members that their course was not ver>' impressive, he 

e.xplained that they needed a course that would measure up to the quality of the club and 

its membership. .-Xs discussed earlier, suggesting changes to old golf courses can often be 

controversial, which is w hy Foster was careful with his choice of words. He was 

eventually able to convince them that if they w ere going to remove all of the sand from 

the bunkers anyway, they might as well improve the style of the bunkers at the same 

time. 

Project Overview 

Based on Foster's recommendations the master plan eventually involved si.\ 

major changes to the golf course. First, the greens would still be rebuilt to USGA 

standards. Elevations were taken on si.xteen of the greens prior to the construction so that 



the contours could be duplicated with the new mix. The remaining two greens were 

moved slightly to increase the length of the course. 

The second change was to rebuild the tees to improve their playability and 

enhance their style. In order to achieve what Foster calls a "classic conservative look" 

the tees were rebuilt to be square or rectangular in shape, as opposed to the original 

oblong shape (Fig. 22). 

Figure. 22. New tee at Paradise Valley. Golf .Architect 
Keith Foster believes that the rectangular shape helps 
retlect the conservative st\ le of the Countrv- Club. 



The third change was to rebuild all of the bunkers to a style similar to that of 

Riviera Country- Club, a classic George C. Thomas course in Pacific Palisades. 

California. Thomas's original bunkers can be described as dynamic, and can sometimes 

be deceiving for the golfer. The bunkers at Riviera were some of his best, containing 

man\' irregular tlngers or capes that would appear to change shape when viewed from 

different angles. 

.Although Foster's plan for Paradise Valley called for significantly changing the 

shape of the bunkers, their location remained the same in most cases. The bunkering 

around the ninth green was one exception. Foster completely redesigned the green 

surrounds to provide safety to the clubhouse and walking path located behind the green 

(Figs. 23 &. 24). 

The fourth change was to replace the common bermuda fairways with 419 

bermuda. an improved stand of this variety. In order to finish the project in 7 months, the 

entire course was sodded as opposed to seeded or sprigged both of which would ha\ e 

been considerably cheaper. The fifth goal of the project was to re-route the cart paths in 

order to make them less visible and obtrusive. Finally, a SI.5 million irrigation system 

was installed throughout the entire course. 

The course was closed from .April to November of 1992. in which time the project 

was completed. The overall cost was appro.ximately S3.5 million. Foster's services 

included: an overall plan of the changes to be made, detailed written specifications to be 

bided out and detailed grading plans for all of the green sites (Figs. 25 & 26). Foster was 

only on site for major events, but did have an associate on site for the majority of the 



project. Most of the construction work was contracted out. while the rest was done in-

house by the superintendents crew. Foster did not provide any hands-on construction 

work tor the project. There was not a special committee formed for the project, but the 

normal green committee members met with Foster on numerous occasions and were 

actively involved in the decision making process. 

Successes 

0\erall. the work done at Paradise Valley was very successful. N'ot only was the 

work completed in a reasonable time frame, but every aspect of the course has been 

improved. Keith Foster conducted a proper evaluation of the course and determined that 

the original state of the course was not worth a pure restoration, but did have many 

qualities that could be sa\ ed or updated. 

The new bunkers at Paradise Valley are much more dramatic and artistic than 

both the original bunkers designed by Hughes and the renovated bunkers designed by 

Comish. The installation of new sand and tile drainage has made them easier to maintain 

and more consistent in terms of playability. 

The new L'SG.A greens drain much better than the originals, making them easier 

to maintain. Today, members of Paradise Valley are enjoying some of the best putting 

surfaces in the area. Foster and Wadsworth Construction also did a nice work in 

rebuilding the greens to their original size and shape. 



Criticism 

Foster believes that the members now have a 1950"s layout with a I930"s stvle. 

However, the current burikering at Riviera which Foster used as a model for his work at 

Paradise Valley, is much different from Riviera's 1930"s bunkers. Therefore. Foster has 

actually copied a modified version of Riviera's original bunkering style. This is proof 

that in order to understand what makes courses like Riviera so special: architects much 

study them in their original state as well as their current state. 

Limitations 

Although, the members at Paradise Valley Country Club were not interested in a 

pure restoration of Lawrence Mughes's original design, they did feel that the general 

contours of the greens should be saved. Foster disagreed and felt that the originals were 

somewhat monotonous, with nearly every one sloping 3-4'''o from back to front. He t'elt 

that by slightly altering some of their contours and locations he could have improved 

upon them and the overall variety of the course. Despite Foster's opinion, the 

membership insisted that the greens be rebuilt to the same general specifications of the 

originals. 

Foster believes that this type of limitation is very common when working with 

established country clubs. Members grow accustomed to the course that they have 

played for many years and do not want to see any major changes made, especially to the 

greens. 



Future Plans 

Since 1992. the improvements have held up ver\' well and have been well 

received by the membership. There are no plans tor further improvement projects at this 

time. 



Figure 23. 9® green at Parailise Valles prior to redesign. 

Figure 24. 9'" green at Paradise Valley after redesign. Notice the change in bunker sty le. 
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Fisiire 25. Plan of9"' green at Paradise Valley, prior to redesign See Fig 
23 for photo of this green (Counesy of Keith Fosterl. 
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Figure 26. Grading plan for redesign of 9'" green at Paradise Valley. The 
golf course architect produced this type of drawing for every green. See Fig. 
24 for photo of this green (Courtesy of Keith Foster). 



Case Study #8: TUCSON COUNTRY CLUB 
(Tucson. Arizona) 

Name and Type of Golf Course: Tucson Coiinny Club (Privcne) 
Location; Tucson. Arizona 
Original Designer: H'illiam P. Bell Sr. ct William F. Bell .Jr. 
Date of Course Opening: 1949 
Date of Latest Improvement Project: 1994 
Golf Course Architect: Keith Fo.ster 
Golf Course Superintendent: Many Wells 
Improvement Classification: Renovation Redesi'^n 
Project Cost: S2.1 million 
Project Focus; Resurfacing of existing L'SGA Greens. Bunker construction. Tee 
construction. Installation ofne^^^ irrigation system. Regrassing of fairways. Tree removal. 

Background Information 

In 1948, Tucson Country Club became the third golf course to open in the city of 

Tucson. Arizona. The course was originally designed by Billy Bell and his son Billy Bell 

Jr. Bell Sr. had already assisted George C. Thomas Jr. in the design and construction of 

several well-known golf courses. Since Thomas's death in 1932. Bell had also built 

several courses on his own and odiers with the assistance of his son. Bell Jr. 

Compared to the courses that Bell built with Thomas, the Tucson Country Club 

(TCC) is somewhat less interesting both visually and strategically. Like most golf 

courses built after the WWII, the course at TCC had a much more manufactured look 

than those built in the early part of the ceniurv'. N'ew construction equipment replaced a 

lot of the detailed hand work that had added so much character to the bunkers, greens and 

mounding found on the older courses. This new equipment meant that the architects 

were no longer forced to utilize the natural features of the site. They dug several lakes 

and used this fill to build the greens, tees, and other features at TCC. 



Despite these drawbacks, the subtle green contouring and interesting routing of 

the course make it tun and challenging to play. Perhaps the most distinctive feature of 

Tucson Country' Club is its unique parkland setting. Unlike most courses in Tucson. 

where each hole is isolated and surrounded by desert vegetation. TCC's holes run ne.\t to 

one other and are lined with mature trees. If not tor the shon stretch of holes that run 

along the Tanque Verde Wash and provide dramatic views of the surrounding mountains, 

the course would not appear to be located in the Sonoran desert. 

History of Changes to the Course 

Other than a major tlood that took out most of the old 5 fairway in l'-)83. most of 

the changes at TCC ha\ e been made intentionally and have involved se\ eral well-known 

golf architects including: Red Lawrence. Geoffrc\ Cornish, and .Arthur Jack Snyder. 

While the work of Lawrence and Cornish was relatively minimal. Sn\ dcr"s work in 1972 

changed the course significantly. 

.\round 1969 the conditions of the greens at TCC had become so bad that 

members were forced to play at other clubs and e\ entually the superintendent was asked 

to resign. To make matters worse, a heavy freeze in 1971 severely damaged the 4'*' and 

17"' holes. Later that year the club voted in support of a $355,000 renovation. .Arthur 

Jack Snyder was hired for the project, which involved rebuilding all of the green 

complexes to USGA standards and installing a new irrigation system. Not only did 

Snyder rebuild all of the greens and greenside bunkers, but he also e.xpanded the lakes to 

accommodate for the new irrigation system. .Although Snyder left the general skeleton of 



the course intact, his changes brought the water more into play on several holes. Snyder 

used the fill trom these escavated areas to elevate several of the old tees at TCC. 

Genesis of Project 

The need for a new irrigation system was the main factor driving the latest project 

at TCC. The system installed in 1972 was not giving the course full coverage and se\ eral 

areas that were meant to be grassed were now dead. 

The greens were also in bad condition and needed to be resurfaced. They were 

built as L'SG.A. bent grass greens in but now contained Poa .-Vnnua and 

Bermudagrass that the members were not happy with. 

In 1994. the club hired Keith Foster to evaluate the course for possible 

improvements. Rodney Maddu.x the general .Manager of TCC. had worked with Foster at 

Oro Valley Country Club and recommended him for the project. The club was also 

aware of Foster's work at Paradise Valley, which had just been completed. 

Project Overv iew 

Foster's first step was to compare .Arthur Jack Snyder's plans from the 1972 

renovation to the current state of the course. He determined that the relationship of the 

greenside bunkers to greens had changed dramatically since 1972. WTiile Snyder's 

drawings showed most of the greenside bunkers located 7" away from the greens, they 

were now close to twenty feet away in many areas. This meant they were either built 

wrong or the surrounding Bermudagrass had encroached upon the greens. Foster 



convinced the club that Bermudagrass encroachment was the most likely cause. 

indicating that the greens were originally much larger. 

In order to bring the bunkers back into play Foster recommended mowing the 

greens back to the size that Snyder had built them. However, the members were happy 

with the current size of the greens and did not want to see them altered. In order to 

recapture the relationship between the greens and bunkers. Foster left the greens at their 

current size and moved the bunkers closer to them. 

.-Ml of the bunkers were eventually rebuilt to improve their style and playability. 

Similar to his work at Paradise Valley. Foster rebuilt the bunkers at TCC to a style 

reminiscent of Thomas" and Bell's work at Rivera Country Club. .At TCC he brought the 

lips of the bunkers down about a foot to make them a little less dynamic. The cost of the 

bunker work alone was close to 5300.000. 

In order to get a more consistent putting surtace. all of the greens were resurfaced. 

Each green had to be stripped a foot deep to properly remove the Bermudagrass roots. 

Once this was accomplished, the existing contours were reshaped and the surface was 

seeded with Pencross Bent grass. To avoid Bermuda encroachment in the future, a Rye 

grass collar was also added around each green. Separate irrigation was required for these 

areas so that the Rye grass could sur\ i\e the summers. 

The entire irrigation system was also replaced including a new pump station. This 

part of the project cost appro.ximately S1.2 million. .-Vfter the new system was installed, 

the fairways were sodded with 419 Bermuda, which replaced the common Bermuda 

fairways. 



Several of the tees were also rebuilt. Foster felt that the elevated tees that Snyder 

built in 1972 did not fit the rest of the course. He decided to lower them and change their 

shape. Instead of building rectangular tees as he did at Paradise Valley. Foster rounded 

the edges off at TCC to make them a little less formal. He attributes this difference to the 

laid back lifestyle of Tucson compared to a somewhat more conservative lifestyle in the 

Phoeni.x area. 

Foster also redesigned the 13'*^ hole. The location of the old greensite was very-

close to the Tanqiie Verde Wash, where the county would soon be requiring some sort of 

bank protection. To avoid any future conflicts and to add excitement to the hole, the 

green was moved inland and closer to an e.xisting lake. Several trees were also removed 

in order to open up the approach to the green, which now pla\ s over water. 

The entire project cost approximately S2.1 million and took 6 months to complete. 

All areas of the golf course except the greens were sodded to speed up the process. The 

course was closed from .-Vpril through December of 1994. during w hich time members 

were able to play at other private clubs around town. .-Ml construction work was 

contracted out to a golf course construction and irrigation company. 

Successes 

Similar to the work at Paradise Valley, this project was completed in a very 

reasonable time period. .Although the course had to close for 6 months, at the end of this 

time the members basically had a new golf course to play. 
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Nearlv' e\ ery aspect of the golf course was improv ed during this project. Today 

the greens contain very little Poa Anna or Bermudagrass and are more consistent in terms 

of playability. The bunkers not only have a more artistic style, but also come into play 

more around the greens. The new tees look much more natural and the fairways are 

much healthier now that they have been resodded. 

Criticisms 

fhe biggest criticism of this project has been from the members, who teel that the 

new fairway bunkers are too severe. In order to make these bunkers more dramatic, 

Foster made them much deeper and steeper than the old bunkers. Where players once 

had an opportunity to hit a great recover}.' shot and still make par. they are now forced to 

lay up. usually causing them an extra stroke. 

Other criticisms involve maintenance issues. The new irrigation system is 

covering the course better than the old one. but several areas are still not getting water. 

The Rye Grass collars have not surv ix ed the summer heat due to faulty design of the 

irrigation around these areas. 

Because Foster was not on site for the project. Rodney Maddu.x believes that 

communication throughout the project was poor. Although Foster's associate was there 

to supervise construction. Foster would make several changes during his occasional visits 

which would set the project back. Finally, although Foster claimed to be sympathetic to 

Billy Bell's bunkering st\ie. the new bunkers are much different from what Bell 

originally built at TCC or any other course. 



Limitations 

The biggest limitation from Foster's perspective, was the influence of the 

improvement committee and the membership. Foster was not able to change the greens 

in any way or to change the location of the bunkers e.xcept for moving the greenside 

bunkers closer to the greens. The committee's main goal was to improve the condition of 

the course. They did not uant to see any major changes made. Rodney Maddu.\ believes 

that a committee of fourteen members was too large for this project. He feels that too 

many opinions where involved and that a committee off or 6 would have been more 

efllcient in their decision making. 

Future Plans 

Marty Wells, the current superintendent at TCC. is now busy correcting the 

mistakes made during the 1994 project. He is readjusting the irrigation system so that the 

course gets better coverage. The club also plans to change the Rye collars to Zo> sia in 

order to help keep the Bermudagrass from invading the greens again. Steps are currently 

being taken in association w ith Pima County to protect the banks of the Tanque Verde 

Wash. 
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SUMMARY OF CASE STUDIES 
(Tables 1 & 2) 

Name >& 
Location of 
Golf Course 

Year of 
Opening 

Original 
Designer 

Main Reasons for 
Improvement 
Project 

Successes Criticism 

( j/.Vv C"b LI' 
(CAj h>2S 

Mackenzie 
Historical 
restoration 

.Accurate restoration 
ot bunkers and 
course Strategy. 

l)n-going construction 
process has caused 
inconsistencv 
throughout course. 

Pasiidcinpi) 
(jiill Cluh iC.li 

A lister 
Mackcn/ii.' 

1 listorical 
restoration 

.\ccurate restoration 
01'bunkers and 
course strategv. 

On-gomg construction 
process has caused 
inconsistencv 
throughout course. 

Shoreline •\ccurute restoration ()n-ioin'.> consiniction 
I'oiiii 

i'):s Mi.sior reiiitiireenieiu. ol'bunkers. process has caused 
(lnh iC.ti i'):s 

\lackotuic Historical 
rc.sioraiion 

Reini'orcement ol' 
eroded shoreline. 

mconsistencN 
r l i roughiHJt course. 

Ih'l-Air 
('illlimy CItih 
iC.h 

h):" cicDruc C. 
rhoma.s Jr. 

.\estlietics. 
1 listorical 
restoration 

.Aesthetic 
iniproveinents 
(streams, hunkers, 
lakes) 

Inaccurate restoration. 
On-going construction 
proccss has caused 
inconsistencv 

.Aesthetic 
iniproveinents 
(streams, hunkers, 
lakes) 

throughout course. 

t-)un WiUcv Inn 
S Spii iC.Ij l'>25 

Ciforw C. 
rhi)ma.s Jr. 

Congestion on golt' 
holes near hotel 
expansion are:us. 
1 listorical 
restoration. 

Alle\iation ot 
congestion. 
lncre;Lsed auareness 
i.M'course histor\. 

Inaccurate restoration. 

Los. 
('iHiiiiiy Chih 
iC.h 

u):s (jeoriic C. 
riiom.us Jr. 

Poor conditions 
throughout course. 
1 listorical 
restoration. 

lnipro\ement ot" 
course conditions. 
Aesthetic 
inipro\einenis 
I  bunkers). 

1 naccurate restoration. 

Itnprosement ot" 
P.:i\iJisL' 
I ill Icy < 'iiiiiuiy 
Club iAZj 

1953 Lawrcnci; 
1 lughcs 

Poorcomiiiiofis 
throughout course. 

cour.se conditions. 
\esthetic 

improvements 
1 bunkers). 

No iijiniJlcant 
cruicism. 

Improvement ot' 
Tucsiiii 
Counny Club 
lAZi 

1949 Biil\ Bell 
Poor conditions 
throughout course. 

course conditions. 
Aesthetic 
improvements 
(bunkers). 

Poor in^itallation of 
irrigation s>stcm. 

Table 1. SummarN' ot'Case Study Analvsis. 
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Nnme •& 
Location of 
Golf Course 

Historical 
Significance 

Interesting 
Routing 

Unique 
Bunkering 
Style 

Creative 
Greens 
Complexes 

Open 
Vistas 

Strategical! 
y Designed 
Holes 

Worthy of 
Restoration? 

; I'alley Cliih 0/' 
1 .MiiiiU'cno iC.ij YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

PjSiti/eiiipo 
liol/1 'hih iC.li YES YES YES YES YES YES VES 

; Cypress I'oiiir 
1 CliibiC.ti 
: 

YES YES YES YES YES YES VES 

Ik'/- lir 
I'ltnnm-Chih 
n-.u ' 

YES YES YES YES YES YES VES 

Oun WiiL-v hill 
ct SiHI 

' 

YES VES YES YES YES YES VES 

Los. tir^L'les 
CiMiiiiiy Club 
iC.lJ 

YES YES YES YES \'ES YES VES 

Pjrcii/i.w 
' i/Z/f V Ciiiiiilr\' 
Club i. lZl 

NO NO NO NO YES NO NO 

Tiicsiin 
(^ninun' Chih 
lAZ) 

NO NO NO NO YES NO NO 

Table 2. Criteria for Restoration. 



Chapter 5: DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

DISCUSSION 

Although all eight courses experienced significant improvements during their 

most recent project, the importance placed on restoration varied between courses. In 

some cases other factors such as aesthetics or turf conditions held a higher priority. By 

comparing the recent work to old photographs and plans of each course, it was 

determined that three of the projects (Bel-.Air. Ojai Valley, and Los .Angeles C.C.) can be 

considered unsuccessful in terms of restoration. (Table 1). 

It is interesting to note that of the si.x courses built before l'')3(J (Valley Club. 

Pasatiempo. Cypress Point. Bel-.-\.ir. Ojai. and L.VCC) historical restoration was a goal 

for all of them (Table 1). This demonstrates an ox erall respect for the "golden age" 

courses and designers. ()n the other hand, neither course built after WWII (Paradise 

Valley and Tucson C.C.) had any intentions of restoration (Table I). These courses did 

not have the characteristics that made the golden age courses worthy of restoration (Table 

2) .  

Instead of restoring these courses, architect Keith Foster worked on improving 

their conditions and aesthetics by rebuilding the greens and bunkers. Both projects were 

ver>" successful in this regard. The work at Paradise Valley is the only project without 

any significant criticism and the criticism of Tucson Country- Club is limited to faulty 

construction. 
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Table 2 shows the six main characteristics that were used to determine whether or 

not each course was worthy of restoration. These characteristics are discussed in detail 

throughout the literature review and a brief explanation of each is listed below. 

/• Hisiorical Significance - A course can be considered histoncally signitkant 
based on the year or period of its opening, a notable original designer, or any 
unique architectural features it may have. 

2. Interesting Routine - The original routing of the course took maximum 
ad\ antage of the sites natural features. These features may include saddles. 
ridges, bowls, undulations, sand dunes, water features, specimen trees and native 
plant communities. 

J. Unique Biinkerin'j Sr\-le - The course contains bunkers that are very natural or 
artistic in appearance. These were usually built by hand before the advent of 
large earth moving equipment. 

4. Creative Greens Coniplexes - Contours and bunkering around the greens are 
used to help dictate the strategy and interest of the hole. Often these greens blend 
into their surrounds and appear to have been formed by nature. 

5. Open I'istas - Dramatic views of the golf course and the surrounding landscape 
predominate throughout the course. 

6. Strate'jicallv Desi-jnecl Holes - Several options are provided on how to play 
each hole, rewarding players who are able to successfully negotiate difficult 
hazards. 

The most concerning finding of the research was that while the six clubs with 

courses built before 1930. were all found to be worthy or restoration, only three of them 

were restored accurately according to old photographs. It is important to look at these 

projects caretxilly in order to help identify what the key factors are for a successful 

restoration. 



One commonality among the courses that were successtlilly restored (Valley 

Club. Pasatiempo. and Cypress Point) is their original designer. While all of the courses 

that were originally designed by .Alister Mackenzie were accurately restored, the work of 

George C. Thomas Jr. (Bel-.Air. L.ACC. and Ojai Valley) vsas seriously neglected in all 

three cases. 

After studying the history of changes to these six courses, it was detemiined that 

all of them had lost several unique design features and were equally deserv ing of 

restoration (Table 2). It is possible that greater care was taken at the Mackenzie courses 

because of his immense popularity as a designer and writer. He has designed several 

highly ranking courses and has written two books on the subject of Golf .Architecture. 

.Although Thomas did not design as many courses as Mackenzie, his work is also very 

well respected among those knowledgeable of golf course architecture. Like Mackenzie. 

Thomas also wrote on the subject, including his book. "Golf .Architecture in .America" 

which many believe is the most comprehensive book e\ er written on the subject. 

Nevertheless there seems to be a greater understanding and respect for 

Mackenzie's work compared to Thomas's. Some of this respect and understanding could 

be due to the .Alister Mackenzie Society. This society, formed in 1987. is made up of 

representatives from Mackenzie designed courses all over the world. Members meet 

even." year to honor Mackenzie's work and play a tournament at one of his courses. The 

society's main goal is to locate, preserv e, and catalogue all of Mackenzie's drawings and 

documents. WTiile similar societies exist for other designers (Donald Ross & .A.W. 

Tillinghast). a George C. Thomas Society has yet to form. 



Although a society does not exist for George Thomas, his original work has been 

well documented by golf writer Geoff Shackelford. Shackelford's 1996 book. "The 

Captain", provides an in-depth look at Thomas" life and architectural philosophy. This 

book contains several photos and drawings of Thomas' original work, providing a great 

reference for anyone attempting to restore a Thomas course. 

.Another difference between courses that were successfully restored and those that 

were not was the philosophy towards restoration by the current architect of record. The 

architects associated with the three clubs that failed to properly restore their course, did 

not believe that true restoration was the best solution for these courses. For example. 

Tom Fazio and .Andy Banfield felt that restoration was impossible at Bel-.Air Countr%-

Club due to increased development around the course. E\ cn without this de\ elopment. 

these architects felt that they could improve upon Thomas' original work b\- adding lakes, 

streams, and new bunkers. .At Ojai Valley. Carter .Moorish did not think that Thomas' 

original bunker style would blend in with the rest of the course. John Flarbottle t'elt that 

Thomas' original bunkers at Los .Angeles Country Club were shallow and would be 

considered uninteresting today. Instead of accurately restoring these courses, all tliree 

architects claimed to update the course for modem play, while retaining the flavor of the 

original architect's style. 

In contrast to these philosophies, the architects associated with the successful 

restoration projects felt strong!}' that every" effort should be taken to accurateh' restore the 

original architect's work. .At Pasatiempo and at the Valley Club. Tom Doak did not 

rebuild a single bunker without die use of an old photograph for reference. While 
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Cypress Point chose not to hire a golfcourse architect, head professional Jim Langley 

and superintendent Jeff Markovv also referenced old photographs during construction and 

did not alter any of Mackenzie's original work. 

Another significant difference between the successful and unsuccessful projects 

was found in the planning and construction processes. The crews working on the 

successful projects seemed to be more concerned with getting the details correct 

compared to getting the project done as quickly as possible. Before any work was done, 

the histor>- of the course and its original designer were researched thoroughly. This 

information was then used to form a master plan that outlined all recommended changes. 

Instead of contracting the work out to a construction company, the successful 

courses did the work in house with superv ision from the architect or superintendent. 

.-Mthough small backhoes were used to extract sand from the original bunkers, the 

finishing work was all done by hand at these courses. This seems to be the only wa\ to 

accurately reproduce bunkers that were originally built using the similar techniques. 

.-\t Los .Angeles Country Club and Ojai Valley the planning and construction 

processes were much different. Detailed grading plans were produced by the architect 

and served as the main reference during construction. .Although the superintendents 

super\ ised most of the construction, the architect was rarely on site. This meant that an 

outside construction crew was responsible for interpreting the architects plans during 

construction. The majority of the work was done with bulldozers and backhoes w ith only 

the final touches done by hand. .At Bel-.A.ir the work was done mostly by hand and as a 



result, the new bunkers have an old-fashioned look to them. However, as discussed in 

Chapter four, the locations of these bunkers are not accurate. 

In conclusion, while general improvements to established golf courses can be 

accomplished using common architectural techniques, the process of properly restoring a 

"classic" golf course seems to demand special attention from every one involved. The 

results of this research suggest that there are se\ eral key factors that must be addressed to 

successfully restore old courses. 
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RECOMMENDATION'S (Steps for successful course improvements) 

Introduction 

In order to ensure a successful course improvement project, several steps must be 

taken by the representatives of the course as well as the golf course architect who has 

been hired for the project. The recommendations below are based on the successes and 

criticisms of each case study. To clearly demonstrate this process, each step has been 

applied to the .Meadow Club, a private club in Fairt'ield. California that is currently in the 

beginning stages of improving their go If course. 

Overview of Improvement Process 

Step 1: Formation of Project Committee 
Step 2: Selection of Golf Course .Architect 
Step 3: Comprehensi\ e Study of the Original .Architect's Work and Design Philosophies 
Step 4: Comprehensive Study of the Golf Course in Question 
Step 5: Determination of Improvement Method or Combination of Methods 
Step 6: Development of a .Master Plan 
Step 7: Construction Supervision and Shaping 
Step 8: Establishment of Important Maintenance Practices 

E.xplanation of Improvement process 

Step 1: Formation of Project Committee 

Regardless of whether the main goal is to restore. reno\ ate or redesign an existing 

golf course, proposed changes can be very controversial. The goal of the project 

committee is to represent the opinions of the entire membership on all decisions 

regarding improvements to their course; therefore, it is important that a broad variety of 

members are chosen to serve as comminee members. However, too many members can 



hinder the progress and efficiency of the project, as was the case at Tucson Country- Club. 

In the book. "Rough Meditations". Brad Klein writes. "The toughest aspect of course 

renovation is not the dirt work but the in-house poHtics. Clubs that are torn by factions 

and competing agendas are notoriously difficult to work with." (Klein. 1996). .A. 

committee should consist of the golf course superintendent, the head golf professional (or 

director of golf), the green chairperson, a member from the board of directors, and 

representatives from the men's, women's, and senior's golf groups iHurdzan. 1996). If 

possible these individuals should also represent a wide spectrum of playing abilities. 

Step 2: Selection of Golf Course .Architect 

Selecting the golf course architect is probably the most important decision the 

committee will make in the process of improving their golf course. Several candidates 

should be interviewed bet'ore any decisions are made. During the inter% iew process, the 

committee should look for architects who show a genuine interest in the historical 

significance of the course in question. Regardless of what the clubs goals are. the 

architect should also have some knowledge of the original designer's work and design 

philosophies. If not. they must show a willingness to study this before any decisions are 

made. 

Step 3: Comprehensive Studv of the Original .A.rchitect's Work and Desiizn Philosophies 

Once the architect is chosen he or she should do everything possible to become 

familiar with the original architect's philosophies towards golf course design. This 
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knowledge is particularly useful when the goal is to restore some or all of the original 

designer's intentions. If proper documentation of the course in its original state does not 

e.xist. the architect may be called upon to interpret the intentions of the original designer. 

Even if there are no intentions of restoring the course, knowledge of the original 

architect's philosophies can help explain why the golf course was built the way it was. 

It is possible that the original designer expressed his or her philosophies in 

writing. search for the designer's name should be made of all magiizines and books 

pertaining to golf course architecture and development. .After researching all relevant 

literature, the architect should make an effort to visit several courses that were designed 

by the architect in question. By studying several examples of their work, common design 

characteristics can usually be identified. However, generalizations about the original 

architect's "style" should only be used as a last resort, as characteristics can vary greatly 

trom course to course. 

Step 4: Comprehensive Studv of the Golf Course in Question. 

Every effort should be taken by the golf course architect and the project 

committee to summarize all changes that have occurred to the course in question. .\s 

discussed throughout this study, common changes include; addition of trees, alteration of 

bunkers, shrinkage of greens, softening of green contours, narrowing of fairways, 

addition of cart paths and deterioration of course conditions. 

Old photographs (aerial and ground), plans (irrigation, routing, grading, etc.). 

sketches, and articles are often found in the club archi\ es and can be very helpful. If the 
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club does not posses this information, local libraries or government offices will 

sometimes have information pertaining to the course in question. Old members should 

also be interviewed, as they can sometimes describe features on the course that no longer 

exist. 

The current state of the golf course should also be researched. Evaluations should 

be made on: turfgrass conditions, consistency of bunker sand. etYectiveness of irrigation 

system, traffic patterns, amount of play, and strategic interest. This intbrmation along 

with any information regarding the original designer should be summarized and 

presented to the committee at this stage. 

Step 5: Determination of Improvement .Method or Combination of Methods 

(^nce all aspects of the course have been researched and summarized, this 

information should be used to determine the appropriate method of improvement. .\s 

discussed in Chapter two. courses can be restored. reno\ ated. or completely redesigned. 

In most cases the improvement project will involve a combination of these methods. 

If the course has any architectural significance such as a famous designer or a 

unique design feature, restoration should be considered. However, there are se\eral 

courses designed by well-known architects that are not worthy of restoration and others 

designed by lesser-known architects that are. For this reason the architect must determine 

whether or not the golf course has diminished in quality and playing interest since its 

opening, [f that has occurred, every effort should be taken to restore the course to its 

original state. 



[f the original state of the golf course is not worthy of restoration, then a complete 

or partial redesign should be considered. This decision should not be taken lightly, as the 

majorit\' of courses in need of restoration were once victims of an unwarranted redesign. 

If the conditions of the course are unsuitable, then a complete or partial 

renovation should be considered. Applying new techniques for greens construction, 

drainage, and irrigation can vastly improve many old courses. For a detailed description 

of each process, see chapter two. 

Step 6: De\ elopment of a .Master Plan 

.After the proper method of impro\ ement has been determined, the architect 

should develop a master plan for the project committee. The purpose of this plan is to 

illustrate and e.xplain all recommended changes to the golf course. It should also include 

budgeting and construction information. The committee will use this master plan as its 

main reference throughout the improvement process. 

Master plans should consist of the following: 

1. Te.xt 
a. History of the course, including all changes since its opening 
b. Overall goals of the project 
c. Timing and Scheduling of construction 
d. Budgeting information 

2. Diagrams of each hole. 
a. Detailed enlarged plan of each hole, with notes explaining all recommendations 

3. Plan(s) for the entire golf course. 
a. .A large map of the entire golf course, showing e.xisting features and general 
recommendations for improvement. It may be helpful for the architect to produce 



two maps: one of the course before any changes are made, and one illustrating how 
the course will look after the work is complete. 

* Detailed working drawings may be required on projects that involve major grading or 
accurate replication of green contours. However, if the architect is committed to being 
on-site throughout the construction process, these plans are unnecessary and only add to 
the cost of the project. 

Step 7: Construction Supervision and Shapinii 

In order to achieve superior course improv ements, attention to detail during 

construction is required. For this reason the golf course architecture fimi should provide 

daily superv ision throughout the project. The ability to make adjustments in the Held can 

greatly increase the et'ficiency and overall success of the project. 

Based on the results of this study, proper construction supen ision is especially 

necessary when the goal is to restore the course to its original design intent. In this 

situation it is not sufllcient for the architect to simply produce a set of plans and expect 

the contractor or superintendent to accurately restore the course. 

Many features associated with old courses, such as subtle green contours or 

eroded bunker edges, can not be reproduced using modern finishing equipment. These 

features must be finished by hand, as they were w hen they were originally constructed. 

The architect ma\' want to provide his or her own shaping ser\ ices to ensure that this 

work is carried out correctly. 

Step 8: Establishment of Important Maintenance Practices 



Improvements to golf courses will only last it" the course is properly maintained 

after construction. Improper maintenance may have been the reason for the project in the 

first place. 

The goals of the improvement project might require changes in: bunker edging, 

mowing patterns, landscaping, and even irrigation; therefore, the architect should meet 

with the golf course superintendent to discuss how the course should look and pla>'. All 

recommendations should be included in the master plan, so that this information will be 

available to future superintendents. 

Exumple of Improvement Process for .Meadow Club Golf Course 

Step 1: Formation of Proiect Committee 

The regular Greens Committee will also be sen ing as the Project Committee at 

the Meadow Club. This group includes the following positions: Green Chairman. 

Superintendent. Head Professional. Club Historian. Senior Representative. Women's 

Representative, and Men's Representative. 

Step 2: Selection of Golf Course .Architect 

The project (or improvement) committee at the Meadow Club has w isely selected 

golf architect Mike DeVries to consult throughout the improvement process of their 

course. DeV'ries was a natural choice due to his overall knowledge and understanding of 

Alister Mackenzie's work, the original designer of the Meadow Club. DeVries actually 

entered the profession of golf course architecture because of his early admiration of 
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Mackenzie's work at Crystal Downs Country- Club, located in Frankfort. Michigan. 

Since then he has studied .Mackenzie courses throughout the United States and has 

become very familiar with his design philosophies (See Step 3). 

Step 3: Comprehensive Studv of the Original Architect's Work and Desiizn Phiiosophies 

The original designer of the Meadow Club was Dr. Alister Mackenzie. The work 

and philosophies of Mackenzie are very well documented. He was bom in Yorkshire. 

England in 1S70. He studied medicine at Cambridge and Leeds and was commissioned 

as a surgeon in the Boar War. During this time he was fascinated by the Boar soldiers 

ability to conceal themselves on the battlefield. This interest eventually led Mackenzie to 

establish the British School of Camouflage. He would later use his knowledge of 

camoutlage in the design of his courses. 

It was not until 1907 that he designed his first course. .Alwoodley. in England. 

Since then Mackenzie has been credited with well o\ er fifty courses. .Although the 

majority of his w ork can be found in North .America, he has designed courses all over the 

world including: .Australia. New Zealand. South .America, and the British Isles. 

.Mackenzie also wrote two books (Golf .Architecture & The Spirit of St. .Andrews), 

and several essays on the subject of golf course design. In these writings. Mackenzie 

clearly points out his philosophies on the subject of golf course architecture. By reading 

Mackenzie's books and carefully studying his courses, students of golf design can learn a 

lot about one of the greatest architects of all time. Below is a summar>- of common 

qualities found on Mackenzie's courses. The majority of this information is summarized 



from a report vvxitten and presented to the .VIeadovv Club and to the Alister Mackenzie 

Society by golf architect. \[ike DeVries. 

Roiiiing - All of Mackenzie's designs were a reaction to the existing topography and 

terrain. Instead of designing his courses based on predetermined formulas, he let the 

natural landscape dictate the location and sequence of the holes. His courses blend in 

beautifully with the surrounding environment instead of appearing forced on it. He also 

designed courses that were very easy to walk. The transitions from his greens to the ne.xt 

tee are so smooth that often, slight ele\ation changes go unnoticed. On the rare occasion 

of a long walk betw een holes, he made sure that the next hole was a great one. which 

golfers would look forward to with anticipation. 

O'/vem- - The term "Mackenzie Green" was used to describe the undulating putting 

surfaces that Dr. .Mackenzie designed to fit naturally into the surrounding landscape. In 

his book. "The Spirit of St. .Andrews". Mackenzie wrote. "T was one of the first architects 

who refrained from flattening natural undulations of a green and who made artificial ones 

indistinguishable from nature" (Mackenzie. 1995). .Although, his greens vary greatly 

between courses, they are usually heavily contoured and severe in slope (Fig. 27). 
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Figure 27. A shun hole at the Mackenzie designed Sicwell Park golfcourse. This 
severely contoured green started the phase "Mackenzie green" (photo from ""The 
Links". 192b). 

Figure 28. E.xatnple of Mackenzie's bunkering at Cry stal Downs 
Country Club. This gnarly looking bunker has been appropriately 
named. "The Scabs". 
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Blinkers - Mackenzie built bunkers that were extremely natural in appearance. He placed 

them in transition areas, such as the banks of hills, w here it appeared they could have 

been formed by nature. He also created irregular edges, and avoided smooth calculated 

lines. Although some of his bunkers were rather subtle, most of them were quite 

dramatic, with long t'mgers and even iskinds incorporated within (Fig. 28). 

Stnite'^- - Mackenzie had a rare talent to design courses that were challenging tor better 

players, yet very playable for average players. He did this by providing golfers with 

several options on how to play each hole. .Although easier routes were available tor all 

players, those who wanted to challenge par would ha\e to take a more daring route. 

-Vlackenzie's 1^)14 award winning design for an ideal two-shot hole helps demonstrate his 

brilliant use of strategy (Fig. 29). 

Figure 29. [deal two-shot hole designed by Dr. .blister .Mackenzie 
(diagram from "The Links". 1926). 



Step 4: Comprehensive Studv of the Golf Course in Question 

Since 1994. Dr. Gary Nelson, club historian at the Meadow Club, has been 

compiling information regarding the original state of the golf course and any changes that 

hav e occurred over the years. This information has come from a variety of sources 

including: journal articles, ground photos taken by a local photographer (.A..D. Mills), 

opening day movies, plans obtained from the National archives and Olmstead collection, 

interviews with members who belonged to the club before WWII, green diagrams 

sketched by Mackenzie and used in George C. Thomas's book (Golf .Architecture in 

America), and se\ eral aerial photos, which were taken for irrigation purposes (1941. 

1952. 1964). Using this information, sev eral conclusions can be made regarding the 

original state of the golf course and any changes that have occurred over the years. 

When it opened in 1927. sev eral articles were written describing the course, 

including one by Robert Hunter. In this article Hunter makes several comparisons 

between the Meadow Club and the Old Course at St. .Andrews. Some similarities that he 

listed are; strategically designed holes, very large well-trapped greens, open parallel 

fairways, and very walkable ground. Hunter also mentioned that two of the short holes, 

the 5"^ and 14"^ resembled the famous Eden and Redan holes found in Scotland. 

.Although, these famous holes ha\e been copied all over the world. Hunter e.xplains. "that 

at the .Meadow Club these holes were built by nature", suggesting that others have been 

built without the use of any namral contours. These descriptions by Hunter and other 

authors suggest that the Meadow Club was a very special place indeed, with a beautifiil 

setting and a thought-provoking design. 
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Many features of the original course have unfortunately changed over the years. 

The following infonnation on course changes has been summarized from several reports 

written and presented to the Meadow Club by Dr. Gary Nelson. 

Trees - The addition of trees is by far the most significant change that has occurred at the 

Meadow Club. Old Photographs show that the course was originally set in a treeless 

meadow. (Fig. 30). This openness provided golfers with panoramic views of the golf 

course and of the surrounding mountains. The course remained treeless until 1965. when 

several willow, pine, and redwood trees were planted throughout the course. Today these 

trees have grown significantly, blocking many \ iews and narrow ing the corridors of play 

(Fig. 31). Funhermore. several areas of the golf course now suffer from lack of air 

circulation due to the increase in trees. 

Greens - Several references show that, similar to the greens at St. Andrews, the original 

greens at the .Meadow Club were very large and hea\ il>' contoured. To reduce 

maintenance cost during the Great Depression and WWII, these greens were significantly 

reduced in size. In most cases the flattest part of the green was retained, w hile the more 

heavily contoured areas were eliminated (Figs. 32 & 33). Originally seeded with Cocoos 

Bent grass, the greens now consist of a mi.xture of Bent and Poa-.Annua. 

Bunkers - Several bunkers were also removed to reduce maintenance costs during the 

Depression. These included fairway bunkers and greenside bunkers, particularly those 



located behind the greens. The bunkers that did remain were redesigned in 1979 by golf 

architect and .ASGC.A member Robert Muir Graves. .Although the general location of the 

remaining bunkers did not change. Grav es smoothed the edges and made no attempt to 

restore the originals, which were described as resembling miniature sand dunes (Figs. 34 

& 35). 

Other changes (Tees, can paths! - In an attempt to lengthen certain holes and prov ide 

more teeing space, several of the tees have been modified or completely moved from 

their original location. Luckily they remain relatively close to the previous greens and 

the course is still very walkable. However, the majority of the members at the .Meadow 

Club now use golf carts and several concrete cart paths ha\ e been installed throughout 

the course. These paths help by keeping the cans off the turf, but detract from the "old-

fashioned" look that the golf course once had. 

Golf architect .Mike DeVries has used this infonnation to help illustrate how the 

Meadow Club has changed over the years. In October of 1999. DeVries presented three 

maps to the green committee. The t'lrst map showed the course as it existed shortly after 

constmction in 1927. This map showed large greens, open fairways, and several bunkers 

that no longer exist. The second map showed the course in 1943. In this map. the greens 

had been reduced significantly and several bunkers had been removed. The tinal map 

showed the golf course in 1952. when further deterioration of the bunkers had occurred. 

By overlaying these maps. DeVries was able to clearly show the evolution of the golf 
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course. This information was ver\- valuable to the members of the committee, who now 

have a better understanding of how significant the changes have been. 
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Figure JO. Meadow Club before tree plantings. This phioto was taken in and shows the P'and 4'^ 
greens as well as Mt. Tamalpais in the distance. (Photo b> A.D. Mills) 

Figure 31. Meadow Club after tree plantings. This photo was taken in 1999 from the 13'" tee. 
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Figure 32. The oriiiinal seventeenth green at the Meadow Club (photo by A.D.Mills. 1927). Notice the 
golfer standing on the lower tier of the green. 

Figure 33. Seventeenth green at the .Meadow Club. 1999. The lower tier is now part of the fairway, three 
bunkers have been removed, and the remaining bunkers have been changed in shape. 
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Col/ Cui-ia. 

Figure 34. Mackenzie diagram of the 2'"" green at the .Meadow Club (from "Golf .Architecture in 
.America", p. 83). 

Figure 35. Original 2"'' green at the Meadow Club. This photo shows the original stvie ot the bunkers, 
(photo by A.D. Mills) 



Step 5: Determination of Improvement Method or Combination of Methods 

There are many reasons why restoration should be the main focus for the Meadow-

Club. Not only was it Mackenzie's first design effort in the United Slates, but Robert 

Hunter was also involved as co-designer (or consultant) of the course. Mackenzie and 

Hunter's in\ olvement combined with the fact that George Thomas included diagrams of 

the course in his book, make the Meadow Club an extremely historically significant golf 

course. 

Even if this historical significance was ignored or unknown, the course would still 

be worthy of a restoration. Based on several references (See Step 4). it is obvious that the 

course was aesthetically and strategically more interesting in 1927 than it is now. The 

greens have lost their most interesting contours, the presence of trees has eliminated 

strategy and blocked intended views, and the bunkering has been significantly altered. .A. 

pure restoration of the original design would improve both the playing interest and the 

look of the golf course. 

There are several issues that make a true restoration of the course difficult to 

accomplish. .A true restoration would mean eliminating the current practice facility, 

w hich is located between the 12"' and 18''^ holes. This facility significantly distracts from 

the golf course and was never a part of the original design: however, it is heavily used by 

the entire membership, making its removal unlikely. Eliminating all of the trees planted 

after 1927 could cause some safety concerns, especially on the holes that run parallel to 

each other (Fig. 31). In 1927 safety was less of an issue because the course did not get 

nearly as much play as it does today. It is important to note that while trees can 



sometimes provide safety from stray shots, they can also cause a false sense of security 

and make it difficult to tell where golf balls are coming from. 

Despite these issues, the majority of the course can and should be restored to its 

original intent. .Although the greens have shrunk considerably, the contours around the 

green have in most cases remained the same. It has also been determined that the current 

condition of the greens is acceptable. Instead of completely rebuilding each green, they 

will simply be e.xpanded to their original size. To achieve consistency throughout the 

green, superintendent David Se.xton has taken efforts to match the new turf to the e.xisting 

turf By spreading aerification plugs (taken from the existing greens) over the nursery 

green. Sexton has established an acceptable turf to use as sodd during construction. In 

addition to expanding the greens, this project will involve; rebuilding lost bunkers, 

reshaping existing bunkers, adjusting fairway mowing patterns and removing several 

trees. 

Step 6: Development of a .Master Plan (Meadow Club). 

1. Text 

a. History-

The information from Steps 4 and 5 should be summarized and included in this section of 

the master plan. 

b. Goals of the project 

The overall goal of this project is to improve both the playing interest and aesthetic 

qualities of the golf course by restoring it to Alister Mackenzie's original design intent. 



As discussed in Step 5, the main focus will be: green expansion, bunker restoration, and 

tree removal. Other features such as fairway mowing-patterns, tee alignment and cart 

path removal will also be addressed on a hole to hole basis. 

c. Timing 

It is recommended that the course be closed for a period of 6 months, during which time 

all recommended changes could be completed. This would result in more cost-effective 

improvements and would insure consistency throughout the construction process. 

However, at this time, the members of the Meadow Club are not w illing to close the 

entire course for a prolonged period of time. Therefore, construction will be completed 

during play and will be limited to 3 or 4 holes a year. .At this rate, the entire project will 

take approximately five years to complete. The first project will be to restore the 5'" hole, 

a par-3 that vvas photographed and diagramed in 1927 (Figs. 36. 37. & 38). The 

committee hopes that the success of this tlrst project w ill help gain support from the 

membership and in turn speed up the entire improvement process. 

d Budgei 

The majority of construction work will be handled in-house. reducing the overall cost of 

this project significantly. In order to get an accurate figure for the cost of this project, all 

greens, bunkers, and trees would have to be carefially evaluated and measured. For the 

purpose of this study, rough estimates are shown below. 

Greens - S2.00 per square foot of e.xpansion. The total area of green expansion 
should be close to 25.000 square feet, for a total of S50.000. 

Bunkers - Construction of the bunkers will range from S2.000-S4.000 each, 
depending on their size. The majority of this cost is for new sand. 
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Approximately 80 bunkers will be added or reshaped throughout the entire golf 
course. The total cost of bunker restoration should fall between SI 50.000-
300.000. 

Trees - Small tree removal will be handled in-house at a minimal cost. The 
removal of large redwoods will be contracted out. but this cost will be more than 
offset by the sale of this lumber. 

2) Diagrams of each hole (Figs. JW. 40. & 41) 

3) Plan(s) for the Entire Golf Course (Figs. 42 & 43) 

Step 7: Construction Supervision and Shapinu 

The ongoing nature of this project will require se\ eral visits by the architect 

during construction. .-Vlthough tree removal and other minor projects can be handle 

without the architect on site, detailed projects such as green expansion and bunker 

construction must be supervised by the architect. 

Before any construction begins, the architect will mark the areas around the 

greens and bunkers where turfgrass will need to be removed. .After these areas have been 

stripped and all necessary materials have been prepared, the architect will return to the 

site to superv ise the general shaping, and finishing work. 

•Although a small backhoe will be used to remove sand and for general shaping 

purposes, the majority of the work will be done by hand. Only by using hand shovels and 

rakes can these features be properly located and restored. Once the greens and bunkers 

ha\ e been finished by hand, the entire area will be resodded and the construction process 

complete. 



Step 8: Establishment of Important Maintenance Practices 

In order for the golf course at the Meadow Club to look and play as it did in 1927. 

several changes must be made to the current maintenance program. For example, several 

areas of the golf course are currently being over-watered. If the course is to play similar 

to St. .Andrews, the fairways and greens must be relatively dry and tlrm. The members 

must understand that with less irrigation the course might not look as green, but the 

playing interest will increase dramatically as the ground game will be brought back into 

play. The shorter hitters will tlnd this panicularly pleasing as they will be able to am 

shots into greens that were previously unreachable for them. 

Changes should also be made to the way the bunkers are edged at the .Meadow 

Club. The newly constructed bunkers should not be edged as close or often as they are 

now . Longer grass along the edge of the bunkers will give them the unpredictable and 

natural look that Dr. Mackenzie intended. 

Several changes will also have to be made to the way the fairways and greens are 

mown. .As shown in figure 40. many areas that are currently mowed as rough will be 

mown at fairway height. This is especially important around the greens, where the short 

game will become much more interesting. The speed of the greens should be decreased 

slightly by increasing their mowing height. The members will find that the newly 

restored green contours will more than compensate for this change in speed. 

Overall the saying "less is more" can be applied to the new maintenance program 

at the Meadow Club. ^^Tien dealing with classic courses, too much maintenance can 

distract trom the old fashioned character of the course. 



Figure J6. Mackenzie diagram of the 5" green at the.Meadow Club (from 
•"Golf Architecture in America", p. 25). 

Figure 37. Original 5'" hole at the Meadow Club (photo by .A.D. 
Mills). This hole was designed to play similar to the famous Eden hole 
at St. Andrews. 
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Figure 38. 5'" hole at the Meadow Club. 1999. The green has been significantly reduced in size and the 
bunkers have lost their original rugged and natural shape. 



Figure J9. Mackenzie diagram of tiie 4"' green at the Meadow Club (from "Golf 
Architecture in America", p. 96). This shows the preferred angle of approach. 

Figure 40. 4'" green at tiie Meadow Club. 1999. In 1927 golfers who hit an 
accurate drive were rewarded with this open approach to the green. Today, the 
cart pan and several trees are located in this area. 
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Figure 41.  Detailed diagram of recommended changes to 4'" hole at the Meado\v Club. This t\ pe ot 
diagram including notes should be done tbreverv hole as part ot'the master plan. 
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Figure 42. Meadow Club plan prior to an> improvements. 
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Figure 43. Meadow Club plan showing proposed improvements. 
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Chapter 6: CONCLUSIONS 

CLOSING (THE IMPORTANCE OF RESTORATION) 

Although today's golf course architect's often pay tribute to "classic" courses and 

their designers, very few of them understand the importance of proper restoration. In 

fact, many argue that while these courses may have been considered great in their day. 

they do not measure up to current standards of play. Considering the changes that have 

occurred to the game of golf, this may seem like a legitimate argument. However, in 

most cases classic courses owe their greatness to their uniqueness and not to how they 

measure up to any modem standards. 

.Anyone lucky enough to play a true "classic" should not be preoccupied with lush 

turt'. overall yardage, or fairness of the course. Instead they should enjoy the character 

and charm that makes playing these courses a privilege. This is not to say that old 

courses can not challenge today's golfers. Some of them remain among the most 

challenging in the world. 

Unfortunately, many of their most unique features have been lost over the years. 

In some cases, this has been the result of tough economic times or natural changes in the 

landscape, but often these features have been deliberately altered in an effort to make 

them more mainstream. Severely contoured greens, blind shots, unpredictable turf 

conditions, and hazards that truly penalize are simply not tolerated by many of today's 

golfers and designers. Until these features are properly restored, few people will 

understand what made these courses so special in the first place. 



This study clearly shows that the task of restoring a golf course not only requires 

an understanding of the original architect's intentions, but also a willingness to put extra 

time and effort into the process. This usually means throwing out the grading plans and 

stepping into the field. The architect must recreate the work in the same manner that it 

was originally created. It is not enough to simply renovate or redesign with the original 

architect's style in mind. Similar to modem replications of old furniture or jewelry, these 

efforts always fail to reproduce the subtleties that made the originals so special. 

If every architect and greens committee followed the steps listed in this study, 

many of these masterpieces would be brought back to life. The greens committee at the 

Meadow Club is well on its way to properly restoring Dr. .Mackenzie's first design on 

.American soil. Not only are the\ restoring a great design, but also on important part of 

golf histor\-. 



LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 

The first limitation of the research is that the amount of courses analyzed and used 

as case studies was relatively small (eight). As a result only two states (California and 

Arizona), and only four original architects (Mackenzie. Thomas. Hughes. Bell), are 

represented in this section. .Analyzing a greater variety of courses would increase the 

strength of the results. 

significant amount of the research was gathered through personal conversations 

with golf course superintendents and golf course architects. Considering the tact that 

these professionals were directly involved with each project reviewed, it is possible the 

results are somewhat biased. 

The very nature of this study's subject matter also represents significant 

limitations to the research. While there are proven methods for improving the growth 

rate of different grasses, or the drainage in different soils, there are no proven tbrmulas as 

to what factors make up a "good" golf course. Determining whether or not a golf course 

or an original designer's ideas are worthy of restoration, is for the most part a matter of 

opinion. 

There was also a limited amount of time spent gathering research at the Meadow-

Club. In order to do a complete and accurate restoration plan, more on-site time would 

be needed. Because there are different circumstances for every project it is difficult to 

come up with guidelines that can be applied to every course. However, the 

recommendations outlined in Chapter 6 demonstrate key factors which should be 

applicable in most situations. 



RECOMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

The majority of courses that will be considering restoration in the future are 

located in the Eastern United States. These courses should be used as case studies for 

any tliture research on this subject. This would also broaden the scope of designers to be 

studied. 

Future studies should also tbcus more on player perceptions of these courses. 

.Although the architects and superintendents are the e.xperts in this field, the ultimate goal 

in any improvement project is to make the course more pleasurable for those who are 

playing. Surveys and visual perception tests could help determine player preterences 

toward both classic and modem designs. 
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